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There has been some very dramatic and significant news recently in electric
aviation, which indicate a very important trend and is worth of our all attention. The former Airbus CEO Tom Enders went to Lilium to be on the board of
directors. When was the last time the former CEO of an incumbent large aviation company went to work at a small startup (even though Lilium so far has the
most employees, over 700, among all electric aviation companies)? Reports
say Lilium is on the way to an initial public offering (IPO) in NASDAQ by the
means of “SPAC” (special purpose acquisition corporate) which is basically a
fast track to go public.
Meanwhile the stock price of Ehang, which is currently the only eVTOL public
company, went up in value four times in one month with the market cap over $4
billion when this editorial was written. In comparison, there’s no single helicopter company listed in the stock market by itself. Bell’s mother company Textron
has a total market cap of $11 billion. In this sense, if looking individually I dare
to say that no helicopter company’s valuation is higher than Ehang which was
founded only five years ago and has delivered less than 200 eVTOL. Oh, by the
way Ehang’s eVTOL have not yet been certified yet.
According to the report of Vertical Flight Society (VFS), investment in eVTOL
has continued at the rate of about $1B per year. Some $5B has been invested
into eVTOL aircraft and systems development to date, with much of the funding coming from outside of the traditional aerospace industry. VFS has cataloged 407 different eVTOL concepts from 245 companies among which more
than 150 new designs were added in 2020. When VFS launched the eVTOL directory in April 2017, only a dozen eVTOL programs were under development.
These are clear indicators of the hype of electric aviation nowadays. It is very
noteworthy that one of the biggest characteristics of eVTOL development is that
it’s tightly bundled with the market capital from the inception of the concept of
eVTOL aircraft and urban air mobility use case. Actually eVTOL may well be the
first time ever in aviation history where an aviation technology and product are
so tightly tied up with the market capital. There have been some attempts in aviation to intimidate the growth pattern of technology products but all failed because those products were still too similar with conventional aviation in terms of
technology and market characteristics such as ICON light sports airplane (LSA)
and the concept of very light jet (VLJ).
We must realize that this development pattern of eVTOL is more similar with a
technology product or even an Internet company rather than a conventional aviation product, and thus is fundamentally different from a conventional aircraft
product. Therefore, we must look at the current hype of eVTOL from the investors’ prospective, instead of just the one of the aeronautical engineers. Looking
retrospectively, it’s easy to find out that eVTOL technology began as personal pursuit such as Larry Page’s Zee Aero and Kitty Hawk ventures and JoeBen
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Bevirt’s Joby Aviation, and academic research such as Volocopter and even
Lilium. However, everything changed when Uber published the first “Elevate”
whitepaper to lay out the grand vision of the urban air mobility application of
eVTOL technology. Therefore, from the very beginning eVTOL and UAM as we
know of today have the birthmark of Silicon Valley and the market capital, which
are famous of viciously seeking market disruption and fast growth. It is fair to
say eVTOL would highly unlikely evolve into its current stage without the Uber
Elevate program, at least not at this fast pace and large scale in terms of investment, projects, and government support. In this sense Uber has earned their
place in the aviation history with their contribution of the Elevate program. Even
since Uber sold the Elevate program to Joby Aviation last December, eVTOL
and UAM have evolved into an organically self-growing ecosystems fostered
by market capital.

So is this close proximity to market capital good or bad
for the development of electric aviation, especially eVTOL?
As you may expect, there’s no clear answer for this question because the effect of the capital is relative. Novelty technology could hardly become mature
without a sufficient capital investment especially for such innovative and outof-the-box concepts of eVTOL and UAM use case. Meanwhile startups and innovators, if manipulated by the capital, may lose control of the development
direction of their innovation and the technology itself. After all, there is an essential discrepancy between innovators and investors in which the innovators,
as entrepreneurs, want to see the market outcome of their inventions and ideas,
while the investors normally pay more attention to the financial return on their
investment than the product itself. This is one of the main reasons why many
startups in Silicon Valley prefer a dual-class share structure which separates
the shareholding of the company from the managerial power of the company
so that it ensures the control of the company’s policy making and implementation by the founders even if without controlling shares. Therefore, if we look at
the history of hi-tech startups, we may reach a preliminary conclusion that if the
proximity between startups and the market capital could be keep at a proper
distance, let’s say more or less twisted like the graphic of a wave equation, then
the two will be propellant to each other, but if the proximity between the two split
widely, then the result of the trend would not be beneficial to neither the startup
nor the investor. Therefore the answer may lie at the delicate balancing point of
the two forces. In the end, the question may be even more simply by going to
the bottom of the entrepreneur’s heart: what do you really want? Be rich quickly, or use your innovation to change the world, or both?
We would like to take this chance to share with you the good news that AERO
Friedrichshafen has finally reached an agreement with Zhuhai Airshow and will
bring the world-famous AERO Expo, the largest general aviation tradeshow in
Europe, to China! The first AERO Asia is scheduled for October 28-31, 2021 in
Zhuhai, China and will be held biannually from this year on. Meanwhile, though
the annual AERO Expo in Friedrichshafen, Germany will be postponed from
April to July due to the ongoing COVID-19 situation. Please check back to us
for the update of AERO Expo in Friedrichshafen, Germany this year.
Xin Gou
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Bye Aerospace replace Siemens electric motors

Bye Aerospace, developer of the eFlyer family of all-electric aircraft, and Safran Electrical & Power, a world leader
in aircraft electrical systems, announced that a Cooperation Agreement has been signed to equip Bye Aerospace’s eFlyer 2 & eFlyer 4 aircraft with the ENGINeUSTM electric smart motors to replace the previous Siemens
motors. The list of future eFlyer purchase agreements is
currently at 711 units, with probability of growing.
The ENGINeUS TM product line includes a broad range
of electric motors with power outputs from single digit to
500 kW. The ENGINeUS TM 100 product line, that will
equip eFlyer 2 & eFlyer 4, delivers very high performance

and features a fully integrated motor controller within the
machine. The thermal management is provided by an
optimized air-cooling system, jointly integrated by Safran
& Bye Aerospace into the aircraft structure.
Bye Aerospace is currently FAA-certifying the two-seat,
all-electric eFlyer 2 for the professional flight training mission and the four-seat eFlyer 4 for air-taxi and advanced
training uses.
Previously Bye Aerospace have been working with Siemens aircraft to develop and test fly electric motors provided by the latter.

Archer teams up with Fiat Chrysler
Fiat Chrysler is teaming up with air mobility company
Archer from California to help lower costs and accelerate the launch of an electric vertical takeoff and landing
(eVTOL) aircraft. The deal will give Archer access to Fiat
Chrysler’s low-cost supply chain, advanced composite material capabilities, engineering and design experience. The companies declined to release financial terms
of the partnership.
8
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Archer’s eVTOL is expected to carry passengers for 60
miles at speeds of up to 150 mph while producing minimal noise. It is first expected to be a manned-aircraft with
a pilot. The company plans to unveil a demonstrator aircraft later this year, followed by FAA certification by 2024.
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Pipistrel delivered 111 EASA-certified Velis electric aircraft

Pipistrel set a world record of electric aircraft delivery
by delivering 111 EASA-certified Velis electric aircraft in
2020, on top of their ALPHA Electro ultralight. In 2020
for the first time ever, Pipistrel produced more electric
aircraft than gasoline powered models. Considering the
fact that Pipistrel obtained the EASA certificate for Velis
only in June last year, this sale record is even more impressive.

2021 has started with more than 70 Pipistrel Velis aircraft
on the order books and many more orders and deliveries
expected before the end of this year.
Because of this strong demand Pipistrel are ramping up
production with a second shift to take advantage of being the only certified electric aircraft manufacturer in the
world. Pipistrel is cooperating with dozens of OEM manufacturers, implementing Pipistrel electric propulsion into
their fleets.

UK government granted GKN-led Consortium £27 millions
GKN Aerospace will lead a ground-breaking
UK collaboration program, called H2GEAR,
to develop the company’s first hydrogen propulsion system for sub-regional aircraft. Hydrogen is expected to play a key role in the
decarbonisation strategy of aviation as it can
power aircraft efficiently, leaving water as the
only by-product. H2GEAR puts GKN Aerospace at the heart of the technology developments needed for the future of more sustainable aviation. The technology will first focus
on significantly improving sub-regional aircraft hydrogen powered performance, in turn
enabling applications on larger aircraft and
longer journeys. The program is supported by £27M of
ATI funding, matched by GKN Aerospace and its industrial partners.
H2GEAR aims to develop a liquid hydrogen propulsion
system for sub-regional aircraft that could be scaled up
to larger aircraft. Liquid hydrogen is being converted to
electricity within a fuel cell system. This electricity efficiently powers the aircraft, eliminating CO2 emissions.
1 / 2021

This would create a new generation of clean air travel,
eliminating harmful CO2 emissions.
GKN Aerospace will use its long term experience and indepth knowledge of electrical power systems and propulsion technology to accelerate the development of
technology. The entry-into- service of the first hydrogenpowered aircraft could be as early as 2026.
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Airflow test eSTOL with distributed electric propulsion
Aerial logistics startup Airflow plans to transform a singleengine Cessna 210 Centurion into an electric short takeoff and landing (eSTOL) aircraft with a distributed electric
propulsion (DEP) architecture.
Airflow, founded by five former Airbus Vahana team members, intends to develop hybrid- and battery-electric eSTOL aircraft that are certifiable under existing Part 23 FAA
regulations, targeting the middle-mile logistics market
with an aircraft the team estimates will have 500 to 700
pounds (225 to 315 kilograms) of usable payload, travel
four times faster than trucks and have a third of the hourly operating costs of comparable helicopters or eVTOLs.

EcoPulse Regional Electric Airplane
completed Preliminary Design Review
EcoPulse project in Germany, the program which is set
to create a distributed-propulsion hybrid-electric airplane
based on a Daher TBM airframe, has reached a key milestone: completion of the preliminary design review. The
EcoPulse team is comprised of Airbus, Daher, and Safran plus France’s CORAC civil aviation research council.
With the review completed, the EcoPulse’s baseline configuration has been validated and frozen, paving the way
for final assembly and integration to commence at Daher’s factory in Tarbes, France. Final assembly is scheduled for late 2021, with first flight in 2022.
Airbus will be responsible for aerodynamic optimization
of the propulsion and the battery system while Safran is
developing the distributed hybrid-propulsion system.
The airframe will retain the Pratt & Whitney PT6 turboprop engine in the front, but this will act as a thrust-delivering powerplant. A turbogenerator will charge batteries and power electric thrusters mounted on the leading
edge of the wing, three on each side.
The electric thrusters consist of 50 Kw Safran EngineUS electric motors driving DUC Hélices propellers, and
the motors include integrated electronics and air cooling. Safran has validated the technical configuration of
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the thrusters and the installation interfaces for all propulsion system components, the power management system, turbogenerator, and high-voltage wiring. Safran also
plans to seek EASA certification of its EngineUS motor.
Airbus will conduct wind tunnel and endurance testing
of the electric thruster to prepare to qualify the unit for
the first flight, and this should take place in the first quarter of 2021. The wind tunnel runs will include tests of the
electric engine and evaluation of the performance of the
propeller and engine cooling. Airbus is also working on
aerodynamic modeling of the airframe and simulation of
the nacelle’s aerodynamic behavior.
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Volocopter pursuing certification in EU, USA and Asia
Volocopter has initiated the certification process for the
US market. The German e-flight taxi startup announced
that FAA accepted its application for parallel approval in
December 2020.
Once this is done by the FAA, Volocopter will be able to
offer its flight taxi services in the US. Volocopter is applying for FAA certification validation for its VoloCity parallel
with the ongoing EASA type certification in Europe. Volocopter anticipates a commercial launch in Europe in
two to three years. Once it receives type certification from
EASA, it will offer its services in the US as well with FAA
validation.
Volocopter also plans to launch its first commercial electric flight cab service in Singapore within the next three
years, likely initially on a tourist route along the southern
coast. In preparation for the upcoming launch, the German company has established Volocopter Asia Holding.
Volocopter says it has now made a corresponding commitment after two years of close cooperation with the city.
Volocopter will cooperate with the Civil Aviation Authority
of Singapore (CAAS). Volocopter already completed the

first manned test flight with its electric 2X aircraft over Marina Bay in October 2019. The company has opened an
office in Singapore and conducted extensive flight tests
there.

British Airways partners with ZeroAvia for Hydrogen-powered
Passenger Airplane
British Airways has teamed up with ZeroAvia from the US
in the joint-effort of hydrogen fuel cell-powered passenger airplane. The collaboration, which reflects the importance of sustainability at British Airways, will see ZeroAvia embedded in the heart of the airline. The team will
work remotely alongside mentors and experts to explore
the transformational possibilities of moving from fossil fuels to zero-emission hydrogen to power the airline’s future fleet. Both British Airways and ZeroAvia are part of
the Jet Zero Council, a partnership between government
and industry to drive forward the UK Government’s net
zero-emission ambitions for the aviation and aerospace
sector.
In September 2020, ZeroAvia completed the world’s
first hydrogen fuel cell powered flight of
a commercial-size aircraft, which took off
from Cranfield Airport. The converted Piper M-class six-seat plane completed taxi,
take-off, a full pattern circuit, and landing.
The partnership forms part of IAG’s industry leading Hangar 51 accelerator programme, which works with start-ups and
scale-ups from around the world, providing them with an opportunity to develop
12
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and test their products on real world business challenges on a global scale. At the end of the programme, research and learnings from the process will be shared and
the ZeroAvia and Hangar 51 teams will consider how the
partnership will progress longer term.
In 2021, ZeroAvia expects to further demonstrate the
credibility of its technology at longer ranges and using larger aircraft. The company expects to achieve the
commercialisation of hydrogen-electric power for aircraft
as early as 2023 with flights of up to 500-miles in up to
20-seater aircraft. By 2027, it plans to have powerplants
in service capable of powering commercial flights of over
500-miles in aircraft with up to 100 seats and by 2030
more than 1,000-miles in aircraft with 100+ seats.
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Joby Acquired Uber Elevate

The end of an era and
the beginning of a new one

On December 8th, 2020, Joby Aviation announced the
acquisition of Uber’s Elevate Urban Air Mobility division.
At the same time, Uber invested $75 million more in Joby.
Prior to this, Uber has already invested 50 million dollars
in Joby in January last year. The specific content of the
acquisition was not disclosed. After passing the review of
the regulatory authorities, the transaction is expected to
be completed in the first quarter of 2021.
After the completion of this transaction, Uber’s total investment in Joby reached 125 million. While Joby’s total
financing so far reached 820 million dollars, making it the
eVTOL company with the highest valuation as of today.
Uber released the “Elevate” white paper in October 2016,
which sparked widespread interest in electric vertical
take-off and landing (eVTOL) and urban air mobility use
case (UAM) around the world.
“The team at Uber Elevate has not only played an important role in our industry, they have also developed a remarkable set of software tools that build on more than
14
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The urban air mobility using eVTOL aircraft envisioned by Uber in its original Elevate whitepaper
published in 2016 which kicked off the eVTOL and
UAM game in the world.

a decade of experience enabling on-demand mobility,”
said JoeBen Bevirt, founder and CEO of Joby Aviation.
“These tools and new team members will be invaluable
to us as we accelerate our plans for commercial launch.”
“Advanced air mobility has the potential to be exponentially positive for the environment and future generations,” said Dara Khosrowshahi, CEO of Uber. “This deal
allows us to deepen our partnership with Joby, the clear
leader in this field, to accelerate the path to market for
these technologies. We’re excited for their transformational mobility solution to become available to the millions of customers who rely on our platform.”
In our view, Uber’s important contribution to the eVTOL
industry should not be forgotten and everyone in this
game should thank Uber for bring the world’s attention
to eVTOL. This acquisition will unlikely significantly affect
1 / 2021

The eVTOL design concept of Uber Elevate.

the development trend of eVTOL and UAM. This is just
an industry adjustment process that occurs in the development of every new industry. That said, this deal clearly indicates that resources will be more concentrated in
leading companies in this process. For the whole eVTOL
industry, however, it is good for resources to concentrate
on advantageous companies, the result of which will help
drive the mature and rapid development of the entire industry.

After four years’ development, the situation of “too big to
fail” has been formed in eVTOL industry, and consensus
has been reached by all parties including technical standards, airworthiness certification roadmap, use cases,
supply chain and other links have begun to take shape.
Uber Elevate’s original intention to build the eVTOL ecosystem can actually be said to have been achieved in
general. This result may be the best consolation for Uber.
In any case, Uber has left its deep dent in aviation history. 4

The vertiport design concept of urban air mobility of Uber Elevate
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e-flight-Forum China 2020

Online First (and Only)
Looking into the promising near future through the current hardship
during the pandemic.

World premiere: Yang Zhigang (COMAC) on the Group’s i-EVTOL project.

L

Like most aviation events in 2020, the e-flight forum China had to be canceled as a face-to-face event. Although
there are comparatively few COVID-19 infections in China at the moment, international travel is almost impossible with a 14-day quarantine on entry and exit. The only
alternative was an online conference via Zoom and after
tough negotiations, top-class discussion partners such
as the Vice President of the Chinese Licensing Authority
Yang Zhenmei, Olaf Otto from Rolls-Royce Electrical and
Greg Bowls from Joby Aviation were able to take part.
There is news to report not only from the air taxis, but
also from the electric ultralights.
One aspect that could make the Chinese market even
more important in the next few years is the fact that the
economies of Western countries will continue to struggle with the Corona recession for the next few months
and maybe even years while the economy in China has
seen an upward trend again since mid-2020. This inevitably means that Chinese buyers and investors will gain
in importance in the future. Although the business with
large commercial aircraft worldwide and also in China is
currently on the ground, some Chinese manufacturers
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of LSA and GA aircraft such as Sunward or the flight design licensee AeroJones were even able to report sales
increases in 2020.
And a lot is happening in the electrical sector too. The
representatives of the CAAC reported great progress.
Among other things, Chapter H “Additional requirements
for electric aircraft” have been added to Part 23 regulation. It goes without saying that the Chinese manufacturers in the electrical sector will continue to “gas” or
rather “full power”. The company Liaoning GA was not
only able to approve an “extended version” of its RX1eA, but is also already in the Part 23 approval process with
its e-four-seater (see page 46 in this booklet). Diamond
Aircraft - meanwhile part of the Chinese Wanfeng Group
- also used the forum for the world premiere of its fully electric four-seater school car, the DA-40-EP. The Chinese Wolong Group, another large manufacturer of electric motors - with annual sales of around 6 billion dollars
- wants to enter the field of e-drives for all types of aircraft. Wolong presented itself at the e-flight forum together with the Czech company MGM Compro, with which a
cooperation project has already been launched.
1 / 2021
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Greg Bowls (Joby Aviation) gave an overview of the approval.

The importance of the presentation at the e-flight forum
to the manufacturers can be seen from the fact that several projects were presented to the public for the first
time in this context, from the eVTOL aircraft from the Chinese airliner manufacturer Comac to the DA 40EP from
Diamond up to the Tecnam P-Volt.

Bosch
Erwin Weger, CEO of Bosch General Aviation, explained
to the forum participants that the focus of his company
is no longer on the Sensbox, which was specially developed for aviation, but - in line with the original Bosch GA
business model - on the marketing and certification of
components from the automotive industry for the aviation
industry. Bosch GA is thus following the change in direction of the parent company, which this year announced
that it would become one of the world’s leading providers of e-mobility in connection with hydrogen and fuel
cells. At the moment, it is less about the fuel cells, which
Bosch is currently producing exclusively for cars, but
more about all the components related to fuel cells.

Diamond Aircraft
Diamond Aircraft - at the beginning of the development
with the fuel cell in the motor glider Dimona one of the pioneers of flying e-mobility - not only presented its Hemp
project - a DA-40, in which two electrically driven push
propellers in the rear provide propulsion got their energy
from an internal combustion engine housed in the bow
of the machine, but had a lot more to offer: “Up until
now, we at Diamond have relied more on hybrid aircraft,”
says Diamond’s head of e-development, Maarten Frijing.
“Due to increased demand in flight schools, we are now
introducing the DA-40-EP, a purely battery-powered aircraft that can be implemented relatively quickly on the
basis of the DA aircraft series and ideally should get its
power from a fuel cell in the long term.”

Flight Design
The manufacturer from Eisenach with a production facility in Ukraine showed the latest development steps in its
concept of the F2e, which - as already reported - is to be

Erwin Weger (Bosch GA) presented the new strategy of bringing fuel cell components from cars to aviation.
1 / 2021
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Olaf Otto (Rolls-Royce Electrical) gives an overview of the activities of the engine manufacturer.

approved in the CS 23 and is based on the F2, which is
currently in EASA approval. Matthias Betsch explained
why, in his opinion, a two-seater electric aircraft in the CS
23 makes more sense than an LSA or a UL. The decisive
factor is that the higher permissible weight in the CS 23
would allow longer flight times of two hours and more.

EASA
The lecture by the EASA representative Manfred Reichel
provided interesting information about approval hurdles for electric and hybrid drives (EHPS). Although their
VTOL symposium took place at the same time as part of
the e-flight forum, the EU agency did not miss the opportunity to present itself to the top-class group. Manfred
Reichel presented a current lecture by EASA engine specialist Regis Rossotto. Even if these regulations are not
binding for ultralights, they still give the manufacturers of
non-certified aircraft information about what will be technically required in the future. Unlike the FAA, the EASA
has summarized all the provisions for the new drives whether purely battery-driven or in hybrid design - in an
SC (Special Condition) EHPS. After that, electric drives
can now be type-certified. According to the approval policy for the new Part 23, manufacturers can also approve

their drive together with the aircraft. The lecture made
it clear that EASA is very keen to have a common approach with the Americans. On the basis of the existing
rules for motor gliders in the CS 22 and the ASTMJ set of
rules in the ASTM F2840-11 for LSA aircraft and the SC
E-18 for aircraft in the normal category of Part CS in the
was established this year the proposal for the SC E-19
was published. After the comment phase in summer, the
final rule is expected to come into effect in the first quarter of 2021. In order not to have to define individual eflight rules for all classes, the SC E-19 applies to drive
systems of classes CS-23, CS-25, CS-27, CS-29, VTOL
and airships.

Joby Aviation
Greg Bowls, Joby’s Head of Government Affairs, spoke
up twice in the forum. In the opening session he gave an
overview of the innovations at the FAA in the USA. And in
the session with the focus on eVTOL, he reported on the
status quo and the certification. Even though he lives in
Washington and had to get up twice at three in the morning because of the time difference. Bowls explained that
the changes in Part / CS 23 in recent years will make it
possible to accelerate the process considerably. The approach of defining many of the requirements via standards (such as ASTM) and not directly via approval regulations allows the approvals in individual countries to be
aligned and updated with the latest technology.

Pipistrel

Fobio Russo (Tecnam) explained the P-Volt project..
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On the first day, CTO Tine Tomazic presented Pipistrel’s
approach of not only building aircraft for e-propulsion,
but also developing and producing the propulsion systems themselves. On the second day, Danny Wu, CEO of
Pipistrel China, showed how far the development of production capacities is going: the first Alpha Electro should
be produced in China by the end of next year.
1 / 2021
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Rolls-Royce

CAAC and BUAA

Rolls-Royce also appeared twice in the forum. In the
opening session, Olaf Otto, Director Customer Business,
gave an overview of the current state of affairs at RollsRoyce Electrical: “We are convinced that after the prototype phase, a phase towards the product must now take
place,” emphasized Otto. He then reported on the product developments that are now in the process of certification and will soon be launched with series-produced aircraft. In addition to eVTOL and eCommuter, the SP 70 will
also complete approval, although Gorge Buy is now relying on saffron with its eFlyer. In addition to flight design,
there are several other customers who want to use the
engine, says Otto. On the second day, Qinying Zhang
then gave a lecture on the British company’s approach
to eCommuter. In the class of 3 to 19-seater aircraft, after the entry-level two-seater, Rolls-Royce sees the coming market for e-aircraft, which the British are convinced
will be launched in the commercial sector before the eVTOLs.

Ms. Yang Zhenmei, Deputy Director General of the
CAAC Airworthiness Certification department came
to the forum and outlined the many innovations that - in
addition to the conclusion of the BASA validation agreement with EASA from this year - especially in the field of
electrical Aircraft gave the integration of the VLA as part
of the normal Part 23. At the same time - as with EASA
and FAA - the certification of an electric drive as part of
the aircraft became possible. Until now, the engine had
to have its own certificate from the CAAC. There are now
three parameters for the approval of an electric drive:
the drive system itself, the battery and power distribution
and, thirdly, fire protection for the entire system. Following the deputy director, Prof. Zhang Shuguang from the
Beijing BUAA University explained how and with which
companies the committee for certification standards
for electric aircraft, which was founded last year at the
e-flight forum, is the path to the certification and operation of e-aircraft and eVTOLS (manned and unmanned)
organized. In addition to the CAAC, various universities
- including the Technical University of Munich - are on
board as well as battery manufacturers such as Lishen
and CATL, the engine manufacturer Wolong and the aircraft manufacturers Pipistrel, Comac and Geely.

Professor Agnes Jocher (TU Munich) gave an overview of hydrogen activities in Germany and the EU.

State Power Investment Corporation

MGM Compro/Wolong

The CTO of the hydrogen power subsidiary of State Power Investment Corporation (SPIC) introduced the hydrogen power planning of SPIC a large state-owned enterprise. In his view hydrogen-based power technology
such as fuel cell is particularly suitable for aviation use for
its high power density compared with lithium batteries.

Jörg Janning from Wolong and Martin Dvorsky from
MGM introduced their product line including power control unit, battery management, and hybrid power system.
Wolong is a Chinese conglomerate with multiple overseas subsidiaries and a focus on electric motors.

1 / 2021
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4. e Flight Forum 2020
Martin Dvorsky (MGM),
Jörg Janning (Wolong) doing a Q&A with Willi Tacke
(Flying Pages).
Florian Hilpert of Fraunhofer Institute introduced
power electronics as enablers for battery and fuel cell
based drivetrains. Hilpert presented that miniaturization
and mechatronic integration is the key to new applications including aviation applications, e.g. Solid state relays for over 1 MW electrical power transmission system
and integrated power electronics for over 40 MW electrical power transmission system. Challenges include power to weight ratio, reliability, HV isolation and cosmic radiation.
CATL introduced Battery Requirements & Aircraft Safety for eVTOL at three levels: system level to prevent battery system’s failure mode on aircraft level, subsystem
level to protect battery system by battery system strategy
and component level to protect cell through varies battery pack design. CATL is world’s largest lithium battery
manufacturer supplying.
Prof. Agnes Jocher of TUM presented Indirect Use of
Renewable Electricity, Green Hydrogen Efforts in Germany and the EU. Renewable Electricity Plays a Central
Role in Sustainable Aviation Fuels. In this sense Prof. Jocher introduced an interesting concept “E-fuels” which
means synthetic liquid fuels produced from green hydrogen and carbondioxide. Since green hydrogen must
be produced from renewable electricity, it makes sense
to call “E-fuels”. Prof. Jocher also introduced two approaches of hydrogen aviation technologies: High combustion efficient H2 propulsion turbines with low-NOx
emissions and long lifetimes; High-power, lifetime-optimized fuel cell systems.
20
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Daniel Teichman of Hydrogenius introduced an innovative technology for hydrogen storage and shipping called
Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC).Hydrogen has
been gaining strong momentum around the world especially in Europe. German published the national hydrogen strategy last June. EU published European-wide
hydrogen strategy last July stating that hydrogen is of essential importance for the future energy situation of the
EU. Hydrogen can offer huge opportunities for the EU’s
economy. Airbus published its hydrogen aviation strategy and hydrogen-powered airplane design concepts last
September. Hydrogen allows for global trading of hydrogen and for long-term storage –but handling of gaseous
hydrogen is complex and expensive. In this sense, LOHC
is highly attractive hydrogen transport solution, especially at large scale. LOHC enable a safe and efficient transport of hydrogen at ambient conditions for industrial, mobility, and energy end users. The LOHC technology is
based on a reversible hydrogenation / dehydrogenation
process. The advantages of LOHC include: efficient, safe
(non-explosive), easy to handle (diesel-like liquid, can be
handed in ambient conditions), and low priced. Hydrogenius plans to build the first public LOHC hydrogen refueling stations in Erlangen, Germany in 2021.
Prof. Josef Kallo of DLR is a veteran in hydrogen aviation: he is the brain behind the HY4 hydrogen fuel cell
demonstrator project. A consortium of European companies and organizations rolled out a hydrogen-powered research aircraft Friday that they hope will provide
the technical bedrock for commercial transport aircraft
carrying up to 40 passengers. The HY4 appears to be
1 / 2021
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Hybrid Powertrain Showcases

Tecnam P-Volt Electric Commuter

Tecnam P-Volt all-electric, twin electric motor, Short and Medium Range passenger aircraft design concept

I

In October 2020,TECNAM formed a partnership with RollsRoyce and major worldwide aviation players, including
North American and European airlines for the development
of the P-Volt: an all-electric, twin electric motor, Short and
Medium Range passenger aircraft, designed for maximum
versatility and safety, powered by renewable energy. TECNAM and Rolls-Royce are already in partnership with the
H3PS project: a parallel hybrid electric version of the P2010
four-seater, pairing the electric motor from Rolls-Royce with
a combustion engine from Rotax.
The P-Volt will benefit from TECNAM’s achievements in the
P2012 Traveller 11 seat category aircraft. The P-Volt will be
the first commercial9 passenger, cargo, medical evacuation,
and special mission aircraft to be electrified directly by the
manufacturer, raising TECNAM’s “DREAM concept” (Dura-

bility, Reliability, Employability, Affordability,& Manageability) to a new, unrivalled level of efficiency.
The TECNAM P-Volt propulsion system and avionics, engineered to lift the world to sustainable energy along with the
Clean Aviation roadmap, will be specifically targeted at commercial operations. All-electric motors, avionics, heating, air
conditioning and state-of-the art de-ice/anti-ice systems, will
provide fully sustainable and pollution-free transportation.
Dedicated battery technology will ensure full power availability for quick turnaround times between landing and takeoff. The benefits of the propulsion system also extend to reducing the aircraft’s operating costs and noise emissions
for a more accessible and comfortable transportation system that will elevate the air travel operations worldwide to
new heights. 4

P-Volt is based on Tecnam’s P2012 Traveller 11 seat commuter airplane
1 / 2021
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Ready to go: the panel on “Small e-Aircraft”.
based on Pipistrel Aircraft’s innovative Taurus G4 which
married two of the company’s electric gliders into a twinboom planform with a single electric motor in the center
section wing. The G4 won the $1.35 million NASA Green
Flight Challenge award in 2011. Pipistrel, which leads the
world in the production of electric aircraft, is part of the
HY4 consortium. Prof. Kallo called the HY4 a sixth-generation hydrogen drive that uses a fuel cell to drive a single 160-HP electric motor for a top speed of 108 knots.
Claimed range is up to 900 miles, according to technical specs provided by the HY4 group. Test flights began
last month and more than 30 takeoffs and flights of up to
two hours have been completed. The HY4 has been approved for Europe-wide flight and will remain in Stuttgart/
Germany through May for further testing. Other participants in the program include the German DLR, the Europe-wide Modular Approach to Hybrid Electric Propulsion Architecture (MAHEPA), Diehl Aerospace, Cummins
and Uni Ulm.
Phillip Scheffel of APUS program introduced the i6 hybrid distributed electric propulsion airplane design concept. The APUS i-6 is a technology demonstration platform with a MTOM of 2.8t. The aircraft will be used for
testing and certifying various types of hybrid propulsion
system for use in small and medium-haul as well as eVTOL aircraft. In all regards the APUS i-6 has been configured for optimum integration of distributed propulsion
systems. Up to seven electric power unit nacelles can
be installed. Compatible power sources include gas turbines, diesel engines high level of modularity and interchangeability for propulsion system components. The
high-voltage and high-current electrical systems will also
be an area of research. Furthermore, certification aspects, such as reliability, lightning protection, and electro-magnetic compatibility, are to be investigated. Alter22
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natively, the aircraft can be equipped with a conventional
turbo-prop engine and used in the 2 t MTOM class. This
variant will be equipped with a shorter wing for use as a
commuter aircraft.
Klaus Ohlmann of Hyfly gave an emotional and inspirational presentation about electric flight and personal
flight as a whole. Klaus Ohlmann is a German glider pilot
who has established 36 world records approved by FAI.
On 1 February 2014, he became the first–ever glider pilot
to fly over Mount Everest. He has also set several world
records of electric flight.
Liaoning General Aviation Academy (LGAA) introduced the latest product development and certification plan for RX1E-A electric light sports airplane (LSA).
LGAA obtained LSA type certificate of RX1E in China in
2015 which was the first type certified electric LSA in the
world, and the CAAC LSA type certificate of the upgraded RX1E-A in 2017. As of today LGAA have delivered 16
both models. LGAA made the maiden flight of the fourseat RX4E in 2019 which is undergoing Part 23 certification in China. LGAA has also developed several varieties of RX series models including float plane and glider.
LGAA has also test flown an electric conventional helicopter and a hydrogen fuel cell-powered UAV. LGAA is
currently working with Kasaero in Germany for the certification of RX1E-A under ultralight in Germany.
CEO Prof. Jeschke of eSAT unveiled the hybrid powertrain and 19 seat design. Last year eSAT unveiled a silent
air taxi that features an innovative box-wing and a unique
hybrid electric drivetrain. Designed to relieve main traffic
carriers and shorten individual travel time, when revealed
the company says a journey will cost no more than a
train ticket. The hybrid powertrain uses silent ducted pro1 / 2021
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VoltAero’s Cassio electric commuter

V

VoltAero’s Cassio 2 hybrid-powered prototypemade its maiden
flight equipped with the power module on October 11, 2020 from
VoltAero’s Royan-Médis Airport home base in southwest France.The
proprietary power module is installed in an aft-fuselage “pusher” position, and combines three 60 kW high-performance electric motors
(arranged in a triangular “barrel” configuration), with a 370-hp. internal combustion engine. This configuration of the power module
prefigures the full-up powertrain for VoltAero’s next Cassio aircraft
version – the 10-seat Cassio 600 – which is to deliver a total hybridelectric power of 600 kW (800 hp).
VoltAero was established in September 2017, by the CTO and test
pilot of the 2014 Airbus E-Fan 1.0, with the support of the French
Nouvelle-Aquitaine region. For ground-testing the propulsion system, a Skymaster airframe was modified into an iron bird, on static
display at the 2019 Paris Air Show in June. The Skymaster testbed
flew without its nose engine in September 2019.
By October 2019, VoltAero had upgraded its testbed with two Safran
EngineUS 45 motors, each producing 70 kW (94 hp) maximum and
45 kW (60 hp) continuously, installed on the wing with tractor propellers. By March 2020, flight trials had begun for the hybrid-electric
with its push-pull triple propeller configuration, before unveiling the
Cassio 2 on March 24th.
In May 2020, VoltAero presented the production Cassio family: the
330 kW (440 hp) combined Cassio 330 offering four seats, to be delivered in 2022, the later 480 kW (640 hp) Cassio 480 seating six and
the 600 kW (800 hp) Cassio 600 accommodating ten people. The
six-seater is planned for 2023 and the 10 seater for 2024. 4
1 / 2021

Cassio 4-10 seat commuter
design concept

VoltAero’s Cassio 2 hybrid-powered prototypemade
its maiden flight in October 2020 from Royan-Médis
Airport in France

Cassio hybrid powertrain demonstrator is equipped
with two Safran EngineUS 45 motors, each producing 70 kW (94 hp) maximum power
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Tine Tomazic (Pipistrel) gave an overview of the EASA approval of the products.

peller because low and constant speed of propulsion
across the entire power range can prevent noise creation
and propagation. The unique parallel-hybrid system ensures Only logic power delivery for aircraft with MTOM,
between 1,000 and 10,000 kg, battery boost for noise reduction, fuselage integration as basis for common platform from hybrid to fully electric, and fail-safe through redundancy.
Rex J Alexander, president of Five-Alpha, gave an extensive introduction of the infrastructure and other enabling factors involving in the development of advanced
air mobility. Rex introduced building code, fire code,
electrical code and pluming code when considering vertiport construction. Other factors to consider include aircraft weight, all electric, hybrid/electric, hydrogen fuel
cell, charging systems, battery exchange, electrical storage systems, chemical cooling systems, electromagnetic impact and so on.
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airfield, insurance and ground infrastructure. The airport
where the test center is located has 45 m x 3.000 m asphalt runway and 6 km² airport area for flight test. Drone
operation has permission up to 150 kg, 300 m AGL, BVLOS.
Yang Zhigang, Chief Engineer of Pre-research of China’s COMAC Research Center unveiled their eVTOL
prototype project. Yang positioned the eVTOL as an autonomous intelligent electric vertical take-off and landing
aircraft (i-EVTOL), demonstrating the aircraft’s autonomous flight capabilities, and believed that intelligent flight
is the commanding heights of artificial intelligence plus
aviation applications. In 2018, COMAC proposed the
concept of intelligent flight, clarifying the three development stages of assist intelligence, enhanced intelligence
and fully intelligent flight. COMAC plans to achieve assist
intelligent flight in 2025 and enhanced intelligent flight in
2035. After 2040, there will be “fully intelligent unmanned
capability on road, in the air and in space”.

Johannes Garbino-Anton, project manager of BerlinBrandenburg Aerospace Alliance (BBAA), introduced
ZE2FA, which is a technology center located in BerlinBrandenburg region to enable innovation in hybrid-electric aviation. The center is located at Schönhagen Airport.
It has 4000-5000 square meters’ surface area, already
has 24 Mio. Investment Funding via State of Brandenburg, has begun accepting grant applications. Four companies have already moved to the center.

COMAC’s intelligent propulsion route adopts two development directions: large commercial aircraft and eVTOL.
In Yang’s view i-EVTOL has four main aspects of commercial value: reducing operating costs, improving operating efficiency, adapting to the airworthiness certification safety requirements for operations in high-risk areas,
and conducive to the promotion and expansion of aircraft driving.

Vincenz Frenzel from University of Stuttgart is the project manager of the test field eFlight BW. He introduced
the Aeronautical Research Area for Electric and Autonomous Flight in Baden-Württemberg state. The test center
is used for testing and demonstration of entire systems
under realistic conditions, for electric, autonomous and
urban flight, integration into the public airspace(UTM),
short time between the idea and a flight trial, support regarding flight permission, operating procedures at the

Tian Yu, chairman of AutoflightX, introduced V400 eVTOL cargo drone. V400 has a maximum take-off weight
of 400 kg and maximum payload of 100 kg which makes
it one of the largest eVTOL cargo drone in China and
even in the world. Tian mentioned that AutoflightX has
an even larger eVTOL under development. V400 has two
power versions to choose from: the pure electric version
has a full-load cruising range of 300 kilometers, and the
hybrid version has a full-load cruising range of 1,000 kilo-
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Florian Hilpert (Fraunhofer Institute) gave a
lecture on power electronics and fuel cells.
meters. V400 has a compound layout configuration, employing separate motor and propellers for lift and cruising. The lift propulsion uses 8 sets of motors, and the
cruising part is provided by 2 sets of power sources for
level flight.
Mike Hirschberg, Executive Director of the Vertical Flight Society (VFS) is one of the most important
promoter and opinion leader in eVTOL area. Under his
leadership VFS has built up the most extensive eVTOL
projects database in the world currently exceeding 300
projects. Mike gave a comprehensive overview of the historical development and current status of eVTOL industry.

Frank Anton, senior VP of Siemens, introduced Xcelerator the digital Twin design system. Xcelerator provides an end-to-end digitalization collaboration platform
including product development, production and performance simulation. Siemens’ Simcenter system enables
“Fly it before building it!”solution including: structural performance, fluid dynamics, heat transfer, systems,
thermal management, cabin comfort, passenger safety,
aircraft electrification integration, reliability, availability,
and safety and verification & certification.
Bruno Mombrinie, founder and CEO of MetroHop, introduced “Green Sweep” application of aerial application of beneficial bugs using their electric short takeoff
and landing (eSTOL) design. Metro Hop’s Active Landing Gear proves decisive in expanding environmentally
sound agriculture. The growth of beneficial bugs continues to grow exponentially replacing toxic and ineffective
pesticides around the world but is limited to small farms.
Now a new mission specific agricultural all-electric plane
allows for expansion of this practice by providing an efficient delivery system for large crop fields such as corn
and sugar cane.

Corvin Huber, CEO of D3, introduced the deep tech
open digital operating platform. D3’s platform consists of
one or several ground module and per-vehicle avionics,
transceivers and sensor suites. Our proprietary safety architecture and embedded software allow for central route
planning and route clearance as well as additional safety
functionalities in the vehicle. The system can accept both
piloted and un-piloted, fully automatic vehicles. APIs enable data exchange for application builders, enabling
3rd-party offerings. Airspace owners can manage usage.

Conclusion:

Bianca Schuchardt of DLR introduced DLR’s urban air
mobility-related researches including UAM system simulation (Scenarios, demand-forecast, economy), air vehicle (vehicle family concepts, system technology, cabin), Safety/Security (autonomy, multi sensor navigation
and communication, risk assessment, U-space concept),
vertidrome (infrastructure, flight guidance, UAM network
management, airport integration), acceptance (acceptance of civil drones and air taxis, citizen participation),
demonstration/Assessment (UAM cabinsimulator, towersimulator, scaled flight guidance/navigation demonstrations).

Despite a small hack on the last day that interrupted the
forum for a minute and a few small technical difficulties,
guests and presenters rated the online premiere of the eflight Forum China this year consistently positive, which
was also reflected in the number of viewers in the Zoom
call (over 200) and clearly documented on the various
livestream platforms such as YouTube and BiliBili. Frank
Anton (Senior Vice President at Corporate Technology
Siemens): “The conference was fantastic, I followed it the
entire time. I’ve seen and learned a lot. Congratulations!
That was really great and we actually got new potential
customers interested in our products.“. 4
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From fuel cell to direct propulsion fuel, hydrogen can
make big contribution to decarbonization in aviation

Hydrogen Aviation
on the Horizon
Recently hydrogen has been
gaining
strong
momentum
around the world especially in
Europe. German published the
national hydrogen strategy last
June. The European Commission
published an European-wide hydrogen strategy last July stating
that hydrogen is of essential importance for the future energy
situation of the EU. Hydrogen can
offer huge opportunities for the
EU’s economy. Airbus published
its hydrogen aviation strategy
and hydrogen-powered airplane
design concepts last September.

B

Basically there are two approaches of hydrogen aviation
technologies: high combustion efficient H2 propulsion
turbines with low-NOx emissions and long lifetime, and
high-power, lifetime-optimized fuel cell systems. Which
approach is most suitable for aviation use largely depends on the type of aircraft and mission profile.
In May 2020 the European Commission issued the “Hydrogen-powered Aviation” study report which was completed by 24 representative companies in related fields
and McKinsey Consulting. It is part of the EU’s “Clean
Sky” aviation emission reduction master plan by 2050.
The plan studied and judged the technical feasibility, airplane model design possibility, economical and environmental impact of hydrogen fuel-based aviation transportation.
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This report assesses the potential of hydrogen propulsion to reduce aviation’s climate impact. To reduce climate impact, the industry will have to introduce further
levers such as radically new technology, significantly
scale sustainable aviation fuels (SAF) such as synthetic fuel (synfuel), temporarily rely on offsets in large quantities, or rely on a combination thereof. H2 propulsion is
one such technology, and this report assesses its potential in aviation. Developed with input from leading companies and research institutes, it projects the technological development of H2 combustion and fuel cell-powered
propulsion, evaluates their technical and economic feasibility, compares them to synfuel, and considers implications on aircraft design, airport infrastructure, and fuel
supply chains.
1 / 2021
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Airbus hydrogen: Airbus’ propeller-driven hydrogen airplane design concept powered by three ‘pods’ on
each wing which house the whole hydrogen propulsion system.
Photo left page: In May 2020 the European Commission published the “Hydrogen-powered Aviation” study
report which is part of the EU’s “Clean Sky” aviation emission reduction master plan by 2050.
The report’s overall conclusion is that hydrogen propulsion has the potential to be a major part of the future
propulsion technology mix. As a disruptive innovation
it will require significant research and development, investments, and accompanying regulation to ensure safe,
economic H2 aircraft and infrastructure mastering climate impact
Assuming the mutuality of related technical developments, H2 propulsion is best suited for commuter, regional, short range, and medium-range aircraft. For commuter and regional aircraft, fuel cell-powered propulsion
emerges as the most energy-efficient, climate-friendly, and economic option. Compared to conventional aircraft, operational costs increase by as little as US $5-10
per passenger, about 10 percent per PAX (passenger).
This is even before carbon costs and considering all direct infrastructure and CAPEX costs, but not indirect infrastructure costs like potential changes to airport layout that remain highly uncertain. Entry into service could
happen within the next eight to fifteen years. For shortrange aircraft, a hybrid propulsion approach (H2 combustion and fuel cell) could be best suited, increasing
costs per PAX by 20-30 percent. The next largest segment, medium-range aircraft, requires significantly extended fuselages for LH2 storage and thus would consume about 25 percent more energy than conventional
aircraft; these aircraft would lead to a cost increase of
30-40 percent per PAX. Considering the amount of cli1 / 2021

mate impact avoided, this translates into costs per abated ton of CO2 equivalent of less than US $60 for regional
and commuter and US $70 to $220 for short- and medium-range aircraft. This compares favorably to US $210 to
$230 per ton CO2eq for synfuel from direct air capture for
short- to long-range aircraft.
The report calls for bold steps to be taken urgently to initiate a path towards decarbonization through hydrogen.
The industry needs to change trajectory today, as commercialization and certification of aircraft can take more
than 10 years, and substantial fleet replacement another
10 years. To transition to a new propulsion technology, a
sector roadmap to reduce climate impact, a step-up in
Research & Innovation (R&I) activity and funding, and a
long-term policy framework will
be required. The sector roadmap needs to set the ambition level, align standards, derive safety measures, coordinate infrastructure build-up, overcome market failures
and encourage first movers. An inspiring mid-term target
could be the introduction of a H2-powered short-range
aircraft before 2035. R&I activities and funding should focus on four key areas: LH2 fuel and propulsion components, aircraft systems, infrastructure ramp-up, and the
regulatory framework. The long-term policy framework
should lay out the rail guards for the sector, including
how climate impact will be measured and the roadmap
will be implemented. The European Union could first target commuter,
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Last September Airbus released three concepts for their hydrogen aircraft: a propeller-driven short-haul aircraft, a short-to-medium-haul airliner, and a ‘blended-wing’ aircraft.
regional, and short-range flights as they are covered
within its jurisdiction, and then expand this to mediumand long-range aircraft together with its international
partners.
In order to totally decarbonize, there is an interesting
concept called “E-fuels” which means synthetic liquid fuels produced from green hydrogen and carbon dioxide.
Since green hydrogen must be produced from renewable electricity. It makes sense to call “E-fuels”.
No matter in what form hydrogen is to be used, it must
be transported on the ground, either to the refill station or
to airports. In order to solve the transportation difficulty,
a startup in Germany Hydrogenius introduced an innovative technology for hydrogen storage and shipping called
Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC).
Hydrogen allows for global trading of hydrogen and for
long-term storage –but handling of gaseous hydrogen is
complex and expensive. In this sense, LOHC is highly attractive hydrogen transport solution, especially at large
scale. LOHC enable a safe and efficient transport of hydrogen at ambient conditions for industrial, mobility and
energy end users. The LOHC technology is based on
a reversible hydrogenation / dehydrogenation process.
The advantages of LOHC include: Efficient, safe (non-explosive), easy to handle (diesel-like liquid, can be handed in ambient conditions), and low priced. Hydrogenius
plans to build the first public LOHC hydrogen refueling
stations in Erlangen, Germany in 2021.
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Last September Airbus announced that it will develop a
commercial hydrogen-fueled airliner by 2035. Airbus’ hydrogen-powered airplane ambition certainly aligns with
the European Commission’s announcement that it wants
a zero-emission plane to be in service by 2035 as mentioned earlier.
As part of that announcement, Airbus released three
concepts for their hydrogen aircraft: a propeller-driven
short-haul aircraft, a short-to-medium-haul airliner, and a
‘blended-wing’ aircraft. The company said it will decide
on one of these designs by 2025, so as to focus its research and development team on one cohesive project.
You may download the “Hydrogen Powered Aviation” report of the European Commission at:
https://www.fch.europa.eu/sites/default/files/FCH%20
Docs/20200720_Hydrogen%20Powered%20Aviation%20report_FINAL%20web.pdf
Later on Airbus revealed more details about the propeller-driven hydrogen airplane design concept: the aircraft
will be powered by three ‘pods’ on each wing. As well
as housing the aircraft’s propellers, each of these pods
would contain all of the liquid hydrogen fuel necessary,
electric motors, fuel cells, power electronics, and a cooling system. The ‘pod’ configuration also includes removable fixtures which allows for these to be disassembled
and reassembled in record time. This potentially means
that pods filled with fuel could be waiting for the aircraft
after landing and quickly attached to allow it to go back
on its way. 4
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PIPISTREL ALPHA ELECTRO

The Electric
Experience
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The Pipistrel WATTsUP had its maiden flight on August 12, 2014. Derived
from it, but significantly further developed, the two two-seat Pipistrel Electro planes were created - the Alpha (472.5 kg) and the Velis (600 kg). They
stimulate a new way of thinking in flight training, not only because a barely
audible trainer inspires all those directly and indirectly affected at and
around every airfield, but also because a modern eco-airplane becomes
an electrifying experience of calm for the crew.
Text: Rodolfo Biancorosso. Fotos Biancorosso
13+4
/ 2021
/ 2020
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The Alpha Electro that we tested in France was overall lighter compared to the WATTsUP. The electric motor
(PEM 60MVLC, 60 kW, 81 PS) is a bit weaker and heavier, but much better cooled - an important plus for continuous operation. The new batteries are more efficient and
also better cooled. The electric motor shows its strong
advantages in flight operations. Because while a combustion engine rotates “non-stop” in flight and consumes
fuel, the idling and descent phases of the electric motor enable the batteries to be regenerated by up to 13%
thanks to the generator. It looks similar on the ground:
the electric motor only uses electricity when you are
moving or rolling. An electric motor doesn’t need minutes to preheat either. Pipistrel promises an hour’s flight
with the electric motor. I tested that. Due to my habits as
a UL petrol driver, I certainly made one or two mistakes
with the e-management. Nevertheless, I was able to carry out three flights with a total duration of 50 minutes and
after the last landing I still had 21 or 31% residual energy
in the batteries (see below).

The quiet flight operation with the Alpha Electro is
a great advantage to be able to expand as a flight
school on an urbanized airfield or just to be able to
survive.

The electric drive
Under the Cowling we find a 60 kW (81.5 PS) electric
motor, one that is in-house developed by Pipistrel, which
weighs 20 kg (Rotax 912 UL = 58.8 kg). Compared to the
trainer with the Rotax
32
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Electrical or thermal, the Alphas have an almost
identical cockpit. Getting used to from one system to
the other only takes a little getting used to.
1 / 2021
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1. The display of the EPSI570 provides information
about the entire electrical power management at a
glance.
2. The battery compartment with the hatch open (left)
and the engine compartment with the charging socket that supplies both batteries.

1

6

2

912, under the bonnet, what is noticeable is the fewer
number of components and their great simplicity, which
promise greater reliability and less maintenance. The
preflight check is correspondingly quick and easy. The
only parameters that the pilot needs to keep an eye on
are the operating temperatures of the engine and the batteries and the amount of charge available. That’s all.
Both batteries have a capacity of 21 kWh each (with the
WATTsUP it was 17 kWh each). Together they weigh 120
kg. They are installed in two stable, well-protected compartments with carbon partitions behind the firewall.
There are air inlets for cooling on the opening flaps. In
addition, electrical heaters and coolers with temperature
sensors are built into the battery compartments. There
is a simple display for battery management that shows
the battery temperature, the state of charge and the “Battery Health”.

Charging the batteries
Pipistrel offers two charging options: the stationary Pipistrel SkyCharge system and a mobile charger. With the
SkyCharge, the electrical connection must have a threephase 400-volt power supply with at least 30 A (maximum permitted is 70 A). SkyCharge has a height of 1.40
m and a weight of almost 500 kg. The air-cooled and fully automatic system has a 15 m long charging cable and
1 / 2021

The stationary Pipistrel SkyCharge
charging station. It
has a height of 1.40
m and a weight of
almost 500 kg. The
air-cooled and fully automatic system
has a 15 m long
charging cable and
delivers a maximum
continuous charging current of 500 V
with a nominal output of up to 40 kW.

delivers a maximum continuous charging current of 500V
with a nominal output of up to 40 kW. Depending on the
selected configuration, two Alpha Trainers (each 20 kW)
can be charged. A full charge of the batteries of an etrainer takes less than an hour. Alternatively, the two batteries can be exchanged in a matter of minutes, which
enables ongoing flight instruction.

In flight
The propeller speed and the charge status are displayed
on a screen of the battery, the temperatures of the motor,
the circuit and the battery. The avionics are fed by a 12 V
auxiliary battery.
What now? All you have to do is turn the main switch
to ON and move the throttle. And off we go, because
warming up the engine block is a thing of the past. Unless it’s extremely cold. Then the controller prevents the
maximum energy supply until the batteries have reached
their operating temperature due to the integrated heating. Nevertheless, even when the outside temperature is
as low as -15 ° Celsius, you can roll straight to the slopes.
On my first start, I carefully accelerate progressively to
the maximum. After nine seconds and a take-off roll of almost a hundred meters, I’m in the air. The rate of climb
of over 1,000 ft / min is impressive - also because nothing vibrates and nothing can be heard apart from the proe Flight Journal 33
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peller and wind noise. The maximum power of 60 kW can
be used for 60 seconds. Continuous operation is limited to 50 kW.
When cruising, I have the choice between three power
levels: 40 kW, 30 kW and 20 kW. During V-Reise (75%,
160 km / h), the noise in the cockpit is so quiet that I
can talk to my instructor without a headset: A big plus for
every teacher who has to work in the smallest possible,
noisiest classroom.
As for the approach and landing, there is nothing to mention that is different from the Alpha Rotax version. During my test, I made three flights starting with a full battery
(100%). The first flight lasted a quarter of an hour, with
the battery indicator dropping to 80%. Then I flew another 15 minutes and still had 62%. The last flight lasted 20
minutes and had a remaining charge of 21% on landing.
However, an hour later, when the batteries had cooled
down, the display showed a remaining charge of 31%. I
flew a total of 50 minutes and then still had 21 or 31% remaining charge. In addition, I could have turned off the
electric motor while descending in order to be able to recover energy (as mentioned, up to 13% is theoretically possible).

Conclusion Alpha Electro
The one-hour flight time promised by Pipistrel is real and
not a frivolous statement in an advertising brochure. The
Alpha Electro therefore offers excellent results. Among
the advantages, we highlight the complete absence of

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ALPHA ELECTRO from PIPISTREL
DIMENSIONS
identical to Alpha Trainer except for:		
MTOW (French version)
525 kg
MOTOR - BATTERIES
Type
Power
Continuous output
Batteries capacity
PRICE*
Test aircraft
PERFORMANCE
Vso
Cruise @ 75 %
Va
Vne
Vz
Service ceiling
Range including reserve

Pipistrel PEM 60MVLC
max. (60 sec.) 60 kW
50 kW
2 x 21 kWh
140.000 Euro
70 km/h
158 km/h
160 km/h
250 km/h
1.220 ft/min
12.800 ft
60 min

* = incl. quick charger plus VAT

MANUFACTURE
Pipistrel doo Ajdovscina
Goriska cesta 50 a
5270 Ajdovscina
SLOVENIA
phone: +386 (0)5 / 366 3873
fax: +386 (0)5 / 366 1263
E-mail:info@pipistrel.si
www.pipistrel-aircraft.com

pollutant emissions. The noise is reduced to a minimum,
only the propeller and the usual wind noises (like in a
glider) can be heard, but at a very low level - a really electrifying experience of calm. 4

It is also
possible
to charge
the batteries with
the mobile
charger on
the ramp or
in unfamiliar places.
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一个联盟就是一个产业集群

Host of the first Chinese electric
aircraft forum with high participation.

Tim Archer, the Alliance’s US representative
and veteran general aviation expert, presented
at the Alliance’s forum in Beijing.

Z-Park Sky Innovations General Aviation Industrial Alliance is a nonprofit, non-government organization co-founded by numerous
corporations and organizations representing
the broad GA ecosystem in China including
leading operators, research institutions as
well as institutional investors. The Alliance
is headquartered in Zhongguancun Science
Park (known as “Z-Park), an area on the
north side of Beijing known as “China’s
Silicon Valley”.
Since the foundation, the Alliance has been
active in membership services, coordination between commercial sector and relevant
government agencies, and global cooperation, including setting up the Alliance booth
at EAA Airventure for two consecutive years,

The Alliance has set up
booth at EAA Airventure
for two consecutive years.

The Alliance’s booth at
Beijing Aviation Expo.

hosting the first "China General Aviation Forum in Beijing", the 2017 China International
General Aviation Innovation and Startup
Competition, and planning and organizing
the National Flying Car Design Competition
together with Qinghua University General
Aviation Technology Research Center.
The Alliance is aggressively promoting
the general aviation development in China
through the integration of the industry and
finance, aligning the unique strengths and
values of individual members. The Alliance
is also committed to support technological
innovation and crossover development of
technologies in Beijing as well as in over 200
industrial parks developed by Z-Park group.
WWW.ZPARKGA.COM

Mr.Jin Qiansheng, the Chairman of the Alliance, gave a
speech at the Alliance forum
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VELIS ELECTRO

EASA Type certified:
the greenest way to fly commercially
The Velis Electro is the first electrically powered aircraft in the
world to receive a type certification: EASA.A.573 TCDS. The twoseater can therefore be operated
commercially and is approved for
PPL and LAPL training as well as
for other professional uses.
Quiet and clean
With a noise level of only 60 dBA, the Pipistrel Velis Electro is significantly quieter than other aircraft and does not
produce any combustion gases. Their revolutionary powertrain is liquid cooled, including the batteries. As part of
the approval process, it was demonstrated that the batteries can withstand faults, thermal instabilities and crash
loads without risk. The Velis Electro can be operated in
extreme cold and heat as well as in rain.
As with any electric aircraft, the reduced number of moving parts drastically reduces maintenance costs, and
the risk of malfunction is further minimized thanks to the
built-in continuous monitoring system. The high reliability of all electrical components enables the Velis Electro
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to have a service life of the drive elements that is more
than twice as long as that of the previous generation of
electric aircraft. As part of the type certification, Pipistrel
also proved that the Velis Electro achieves a level of safety that even exceeds the values required for conventionally powered aircraft.
The Velis is equipped with a type-certified, liquid-cooled
57.6 kW (78 PS) electric motor E-811-268MVLC from Pipistrel, which was developed with partners EMRAX and
EMSISO, as well as a three-bladed Pipistrel fixed pitch
composite propeller.

The batteries
The power is supplied by a 345 volt direct current electrical system, which is built around a liquid-cooled highperformance battery system, which includes two Pipistrel
PB345V124E-L batteries connected in parallel with a total
nominal capacity of 24.8 kWh.
One battery is located in the aircraft nose, the second
behind the cockpit. In the event of a battery failure, the
faulty battery would be automatically disconnected from
the system. The other battery alone has enough power to enable the climb and continuation of the flight in an
emergency.
1 / 2021
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The liquid cooling system consists of a cooler and two
electrically operated pumps connected in series, which
are arranged behind the rear battery pack. An air inlet
for the radiator is on the left side of the fuselage. The
warm air leaves the fuselage on the underside. Two highperformance axial fans are installed behind the cooler to
keep the battery cool while it is charging. The fans are
monitored and controlled by the on-board computer to
ensure trouble-free operation. The batteries are charged
with the Pipistrel chargers via an on-board charging connection. The entire process is monitored by the on-board
computer, which shows the status of all systems on the
Pipistrel display. This 5.7 inch LCD cockpit display EPSI
570C is the main source of information for the pilot to
keep abreast of the current operating status of the entire
electric propulsion system.
In contrast to a conventionally powered aircraft, the Velis Electro starts up using four switches. The engine does
not need any warm-up time before starting. On the other
hand, the batteries of the Velis also have to be warmed
up if the outside temperature is less than -15 ° C before
they can perform at full capacity. This paradigm shift,
coupled with unprecedented low noise levels both in the
cockpit and outside, makes the Velis Electro perhaps the
greenest commercial aircraft that is currently conquering
the airspace. 4

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
VELIS ELECTRO from PIPISTREL
DIMENSIONS
Span
Wingsuface
MTOW - EASA Type certified
MOTOR - BATTERIES
Type
Power max. (60 sec.)
Continuous output
Batteries total nominal capacity
PRICE*
Testaircraft

10,71 m
9,51 qm
600 kg
Pipistrel E-811
57,6 kW
50 kW
24,8 kWh
175.000 Euro

PERFORMANCE
Vso
Cruise @ 35 kW
Vne
Vz
Service ceiling
Range plus reserve

83 km/h
170 km/h
200 km/h
650 ft/min
12.000 ft
50 min

* = incl. quick charger plus VAT

MANUFACTURE
Pipistrel doo Ajdovscina
Goriska cesta 50 a
5270 Ajdovscina
SLOVENIA
phone: +386 (0)5 / 366 3873
fax: +386 (0)5 / 366 1263
E-mail:info@pipistrel.si
www.pipistrel-aircraft.com

Safety means success!
Market Leaders choose BRS

Comco Ikarus
comes standard
with BRS

40 years ago
BRS developed
the first
Ballistic Parachute.
438 saved
lives later,
BRS still
leads in
innovation
for LSA
and GA safety.

WWW.BRSAEROSPACE.COM
US (1) 651 457 7491
3+4 / 2020
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Pipistrel Velis Electro EASA Type certified
We spoke to Dr. Ing.Tine Tomažič, Group CTO and Director of Research & Development, Pipistrel Ajdovščina, Slovenia on Velis Electro, the world’s first electric aircraft certified by EASA - (EASA.A.573
TCDS).

Dr. Ing. Tine Tomažič
eFlight Journal: Before we talk about the Velis Electro, we would like to know where the name Pipistrel
comes from?
Tine Tomažič: Ivo Boscarol, our boss and Pipistrel founder, has been active in aviation since 1975, that is, in alternative aviation, as UL flying was called in primitive times.
But at that time, Slovenia was still part of the former Yugoslavia, ultralight flying was illegal. Officially, it didn’t
even exist. The airfield Ivo used was owned by the military. If Ivo wanted to fly, he could only do so in secret. He
had to wait long enough for the pilots to finish their day
of flying and go home. Only then did he have the opportunity to get to the airfield unnoticed and fly before night
fell. Because he and his alternative pilots only flew barely recognizable at the end of the day and their trikes had
triangular wings, they were called “bats” by the locals.
The Latin word for bat is “Pipistrellus” - the rest is history.
eFJ: Pipistrel! And where does the name Velis come
from?
Tine: Velis also comes from Latin. Velum or Veli means
“sail” or “move with sails”. Velis is reminiscent of sailing
ships that have been sailing the world’s seas for centuries. Velis Electro is the forerunner shaping a new era in
aviation.
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eFJ: How is the Velis Electro different from the Alpha
Electro?
Tine: The Velis Electro has a fully liquid-cooled drive
train, including the batteries. Thanks to this next-generation technology, the lifespan of the drive train is twice
as long as that of the previous generation of electric aircraft. In addition, the motor and the controller have been
improved for robust operation in hot and cold climates.
It also has a heavy-duty chassis with reinforced wheel
brakes and has 15% more energy capacity on board. As
a result, the Velis Electro has a higher MTOW than the Alpha Electro. Finally, the Velis Electro is the first electric
aircraft in the world to be type certified by EASA, which
opens the doors to commercial operations.

Pipistrel and Pipistrellus
eFJ: Is the Velis Electro Type certified by the FAA or
other non-EASA member states?
Tine: We are working on validating the TC for the Velis
Electro in other countries, as we did with the Virus SW
121. We are working on it, but at the moment it is difficult
to predict when it will be successful.
eFJ: How fast can the battery be charged?

1 / 2021
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The programming of the charging logic of the SkyCharge
charger from Pipistrel is the result of a compromise between short charging times, the best robustness at high
and low ambient temperatures and the longest service
life of the battery system. A normal charge cycle from
35% to 95% charge level takes up to 80 minutes. A full
charge from 30% to 100%, depending on the ambient temperature and age of the battery, takes up to two
hours. However, we assume that we can shorten the
loading times through operational experience and technical improvements.
eFJ: Is it possible to replace batteries quickly in order
to enable smooth flight school operations?
Tine: No, this is not possible. In order to maintain the
superior longevity of the battery, a breakthrough design
with LC (Liquid Cooling) was developed for the batteries,
which precludes quick battery changes.
Remember that each of the two LC batteries weighs
around 70 kg. Rapid replacement would require additional ground handling equipment and a potential safety
hazard from batteries falling on the ground.
eFJ: How much power is required to charge the batteries?
Tine: While a standard single-phase 240-volt AC wall outlet can be used for overnight charging, Pipistrel recommends a three-phase 380-volt outlet for quick charging
in an hour or two.

Velis Electro
eFJ: Can the Velis Electro be charged with solar, wind
or battery energy?
Tine: The charger requires connection to a single-phase
or ideally a three-phase socket. Whether the electricity
comes directly from the grid or from other sources - solar, wind, wall-mounted batteries, etc. - does not depend
on Pipistrel and should be discussed with the local electricity supplier.
eFJ: What type of charging plug does the Velis Electro use?
Tine: The Velis Electro has a DC GB / T 20234 plug. Even if
this standard plug is used for cars, charging the Velis Electro is only allowed with our stationary Pipistrel SkyCharge
charging station or our mobile Pipistrel charger.
1 / 2021

Maintenance friendly
eFJ: Is the charger compatible with electric cars?
Tine: Charging the batteries of electric aircraft has its peculiarities, which not only require an examination of the
technical feasibility of electrical energy transfer, but also
issues of cybersecurity and an increased level of safety
compared to charging electric vehicles. But it shouldn’t
stay that way. That’s why we announced a partnership
with GreenMotion, a leader in the vehicle charging industry, to work towards enabling dual-use chargers.
eFJ: How long is the service life of the components of
the drive train including the batteries?
Tine: The TBO (Time Between Overhaul) of the engine is
2000 hours. The initial limit for the batteries is 500 hours.
However, we assume that the TBO of the batteries will
be increased based on the operating experience gained.
eFJ: What is the flight time of the Velis Electro?
Tine: The flight duration was designed for typical flight
school use in local flight operations (50 minutes plus reserve) and represents a compromise between performance, environmental resistance (flying in hot, flying in
cold, charging in hot, charging in cold) and service life of
the battery system.
eFJ: What is the range of the Velis Electro?
Tine: The Velis Electro is designed for local flights in order to be used as a silent training and surveillance aircraft in noise-critical environments. Flights from A to B
are not part of the typical mission.
eFJ: How quiet is the Velis Electro?
Tine: It has a sound level of only 60 dBA. This means that
the Velis Electro is significantly quieter than other motorized aircraft, both in the cockpit and outside. In connection with the fact that it does not produce any combustion gases at all, the Velis Electro is not only one of the
most modern motorized aircraft on the market, but also
a green aircraft with the least possible environmental impact, which we are rightly proud of.
eFJ: Can the Velis Electro be flown in cold weather?
Tine: In any case. Even if the endurance of the batteries
is affected by the cold, the engine performance remains
unchanged.
e Flight Journal 39
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eFJ: Can you fly them in heavy rain?
Tine: The Velis Electro is intended for daytime VFR operation and has been tested while flying in the rain. The rain
is not a threat to the electric engine.
eFJ: What pilot license is required to fly the Velis
Electro?
Tine: The Velis Electro can be flown with a LAPL or PPL
and a corresponding flight instructor license after a briefing. At Pipistrel we call this instruction a “Quick Difference Training Course”.
eFJ: How does the pilot check whether everything is
OK with the electric drive and the batteries?
Tine: The 5.7-inch LCD cockpit display EPSI 570C is the
main source of information for the pilot about the operating status of the electrical drive system in the aircraft. All
relevant parameters are displayed using intuitive graphics. The Crew Alerting System (CAS) and an annunciator
panel also ensure better situational awareness.
eFJ: What part of pilot training can be done on a Velis Electro?
Tine: The Velis Electro is ideal for training student pilots
for their LAPL and PPL licenses. It is optimized for local
flights around the airfield, i.e. for take-off and landing exercises, for traffic patterns. The EASA exemption for the
pilot license and pilot training allows the Velis Electro to
be used as a training aircraft and also enables retraining
from and to the Velis Electro before the pilot license has
been acquired.

Suitability for training
eFJ: Does the Velis Electro require any special maintenance?
Tine: The Velis Electro is easy to maintain. The powertrain has much fewer moving parts and the time between
overhaul or replacement of the engine is much longer
than that of a piston engine. The batteries are replaceable as LRU (Line Replaceable Unit) without the need for
special skills and knowledge related to high voltage or
electric drive trains. In contrast, the overhauls of the batteries will initially be carried out exclusively by Pipistrel.
eFJ: Do aircraft mechanics need additional training?
Tine: The EASA exemption, which was coordinated be40
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Temperature resistant
tween the French, Swiss and Slovenian aviation authorities and Pipistrel, defines the requirements for mechanics licensed under Part 66. It also explicitly includes an
instruction course specifically for the Velis Electro.
eFJ: Who can perform the annual ARC renewal inspection?
Tine: The annual Airworthiness Review Certificate (ARC)
renewal inspection can be carried out by any National
Aviation Authority (NAA) or Part 145 organization with
this privilege. The company only needs a Part 66 mechanic who has received type-specific training from Pipistrel.
eFJ: What other electric aircraft has Pipistrel developed so far?
Tine: In chronological order they are Taurus Electro, Taurus G4, Taurus Electro G2, WATTsUP, Alpha Electro, HY4,
Panthera Hybrid, Velis Electro, Alpha Electro LC. The
Panthera Electric will be approved in 2023/2024, but not
before 2025 with a range of 2.5 hours.
eFJ: Who manufactures the components that are installed in Pipistrel’s electric aircraft?
Tine: We manufacture these components. Because only
the cockpit displays and the battery cells are not built by
Pipistrel.
eFJ: Which Pipistrel electro-planes can pilots with a
UL license fly?
Tine: Taurus Electro, Alpha Electro - depending on the
country, of course. Also we are thinking about approving
the Alpha Electro LC (Liquid Cooled), which combines
the best components of the Alpha Trainer and the Velis
Electro, as a 600 kg UL / LSA in order to then market for
example it in Germany.
eFJ: What is the price difference between an Alpha
Electro and a Velis Electro?
Tine: You can’t compare that. The Velis Electro can be
used commercially and for pilot training (EASA license,
LAPL, PPL, etc.). The Alpha Electro is a recreational aircraft, at least in the European context. However, here are
the prices: The Alpha Electro including the quick charger
costs 140,000 euros and the Velis Electro also including
the quick charger costs 175,000 euros, plus VAT.
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eFJ: When an Alpha Electro pilot flies a Velis Electro,
what is technical and what feels different?
Tine: The Velis Electro is a heavier aircraft, feels more
stable and has a more balanced control feel. The cockpits are also different. The Velis Electro uses classic
6-pack instrumentation, although it is electrically operated, proof of its usefulness in pilot training. In addition,
when the outside temperature is low in an Alpha Electro,
you have to make sure that the battery temperature is not
below -5 ° C, which would be the case with less than -15 °
C outside temperature. This is not a problem with the Velis Electro thanks to the LC batteries (Liquid Cooled Batteries, liquid-cooled and therefore also liquid-heated batteries).
eFJ: Why?
Tine: The optimal battery temperature of the Velis Electro is automatically warmed up or cooled down after the
main switch is switched on. It has a much larger operating temperature range and can be flown safely at -40 ° C
as well as at very high outside temperatures.
In addition, the Velis Electro has an automatic battery
regulator. The full battery power, which is necessary for
take-off and climb, is only activated when the operating
temperature of the battery is reached.
eFJ: What is the optimal battery temperature?
Tine: Batteries feel comfortable at temperatures that are
also comfortable for humans. This means that if the person feels comfortable, the battery is also optimally usable - whether on the plane or in the cell phone.
eFJ: What about temperature-related restrictions on
electric motors?
Tine: There aren’t any. Our Pipistrel electric motors work
just as reliably at -40 ° C as they do in the summer heat at
noon on a desert airport.
eFJ: What does Pipistrel expect in terms of the further
development of batteries?
Tine: Aviation-grade batteries with 300 Wh / kg (watthours per battery kilo) are already available. However, they are expensive and only allow a small number of
charging cycles. However, we expect an improvement in
energy density of 20 to 25 % in the next five years for battery cells that meet our high quality standards and have
to pass our internal endurance tests of nine months. 4
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The amazing story of Pipistrel
In the 30 years of its existence, Pipistrel has grown from an amateur garage builder for trikes to a highly professional UL- and
light aircraft manufacturer recognized by leading aviation authorities around the world. With his revolutionary and visionary
ideas, Pipistrel not only introduced composite materials into the
manufacture of aircraft, but also made the maiden flight of an
electric two-seater and an electric four-seater. In addition, Pipistrel won all three NASA eco-flight competitions. And so began
the amazing story:
1982: Two Slovenian glider pilots, Ivo Boscarol and Bojan Sajovic, are looking for a new flying challenge. They get in contact
with Salvatore Stefano, who later became famous for his flight
meetings in Bassano/Italy. Salvatore convinces Ivo and Bojan to
try motorized kites. The two Slovenes spend several years together developing different trikes and building them on an experimental basis.
1987: Ivo Boscarol receives a license to manufacture small aircraft from the Slovenian authorities. On November 10, 1987, he
became the first private aircraft manufacturer in Yugoslavia.
1989: The first series trike called ‘Basis’ is produced. 32 are
built, the last one being delivered in December 1992.
Also in 1989 the production of two- and three-blade propellers
made of carbon fiber begins. More than 1400 units will be sold
by 2000. Propeller production continues to this day.
1992: On November 18th the company PIPISTREL d.o.o. founded by Ivo Boscarol and Vida Lorbek.
1994: The development of the Sinus heralds the era of fixedwing planes from Pipistrel. The designers are: Franco Orlando,
Dr. Ing. Rado Kikelj, Pavel Potočnik, Bojan Sajovic and Ivo Boscarol.
1995: Public premiere of Sinus at AERO 1995.
1997: Start of the development of the fixedwing UL Virus.
2001: Start of development of the self-launching 15 m Taurus
glider.
2004: The assembly of the aircraft is moved to the new plant at
the Ajdovščina airfield.
2006: Starting shot for the development of the Electro Taurus,
the world’s first 2-seater, electrically powered, self-starting glider.
2008: Pipistrel opened the largest privately owned solar power
plant in the Balkans.
2009: The Pipistrel Research and Development Institute starts
operations.
Start of development of the 4-seat Panthera aircraft.
2011: Panthera, the four-seat hybrid aircraft, is presented at the
AERO 2011 trade fair in Germany.
2012: Start of construction of the factory building in Gorizia, Italy.
2015: Pipistrel presents the proof-of-concept for the 2-seater
electric trainer WATTsUP.
2016: Pipistrel sells the 800th aircraft in the Sinus / Virus family.
In total, more than 1500 different aircraft were produced in the
27 years.
The “HY4” will make its first public flight on June 29th. It is the
world’s first four-seat passenger aircraft with emission-free hydrogen fuel cell drive.
2019: The 1000th aircraft in the Sinus / Virus family is sold.
2020: On June 10th, the Velis Electro will be the world’s first
electric aircraft to receive the EASA type certificate.
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RX1E-A

The Chinese
electric UL
is coming

The RX1E designed and produced by Liaoning General Aviation Academy
was the first electrically powered LSA in the world to receive the type certificate when it was certified by China’s CAAC in 2015. We published the
first test report back in 2014, and since then there have been regular updates about the non-stripped high-decker. The latest version, the RX1E-A,
was certified in 2018. After more than 2,200 hours of test flight with various prototypes and models, this machine is now on its way to Germany
- as a 600 kg UL with 50 kW electric motor.
Text: Willi Tacke Fotos: Kasaero / LGAA
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Guo Yilin from the Liaoning General Aviation Academy (LGAA) and Tengluan Sui from the Stuttgart aviation company Kasaero are not only working together on
the approval of the latest version of the RX1E. They also
presented their work together at the e-flight forum China. The RX1E-A variant differs from the first version from
2014 in many details: The most important are the range
of 240 kilometers and a flight time of 2 hours. The latest
progress is a new battery with 50 kWh instead of the previous 40 kWh, which gives the plane 30 minutes more
flight time. The German approval is sought in order to
gain a foothold throughout Europe. In addition to the UL
approval for Germany, Liaoning is also working in other directions in the further development of the project. A
version with floats was presented last year. Liaoning is
convinced that the quiet plane without noise and exhaust
fumes is ideal for use on rivers and lakes, where it neither
disturbs tourists nor pollutes the environment.

and the approval at the CAAC has been running since
November 2019. The RX4 should have a flight time of
1.5 hours with a range of 300 km and a take-off weight
of 1200 kg.

A four-seater based on the RX1E was also completed,
which is to be approved according to Part 23 and is considered a Chinese prestige object. The development
started in 2018, the first flight took place in autumn 2019

In addition, the RX1E-A is also intended as an entry-level
machine for flight clubs. And price naturally plays a decisive role here. In addition, with UL approval - in contrast to EASA CS-LSA approval - neither DOA nor POA

e Flight Journal

Since the LGAA is a spin-off from Shenyang Aeronautic University and has been working with fuel-powered
drones there since 2011, it was obvious to develop a hydrogen drive for manned aircraft as well. The fuel cell of
the hybrid four-seater is to be installed behind the passengers in the cargo compartment. The machine should
be ready for series production and available on the market in five years. The Kasaero company - around company founder Karl Käser - has received three type approvals in the last four years. Together with the manufacturer
from China, it was decided to first aim for UL approval
for the DULV, because this can be achieved more quickly and is significantly cheaper than an EASA approval.
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A seaplane model with floats should make it possible to use in water-rich areas in China.
A fuel cell-powered model of the RX4E is to be implemented by 2025 (drawing on left side)

Project manager Guo Yilin from LGAA and Tengluan Sui from Kasaero at the e-flight forum 2020 in conversation with Willi Tacke (Flying Pages).
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To ensure safety, the
LGAA has also installed the whole airframe rescue system
in RX1E-A.

(approval as a development or production company) are
required from the manufacturer, which saves additional
costs. “During the preliminary examinations for approval,” says Tengluan Sui from Kasaero, “we realized that
many of the requirements and tests for the LSA class of
the CAAC and the UL approval of the DULV are identical.
Many tests are recognized. ” Overall, we are confident
that we will receive UL approval from the DULV in the first
half of next year. Perhaps the machine will - literally - go
to the starting line at the next AERO.

Conclusion:
After Pipistrel’s CS-LSA Velis the RX1E-A is finally a twoseater ultralight aircraft on the German market. A price
has not yet been determined. And it remains to be seen
whether the Chinese from Liaoning meet the high quality
demands of German customers in the series. However, if
the price is right and the performance data can also be
achieved in everyday operation with a flight time of over
two hours, then the machine could meet with great interest from German UL and glider pilot clubs. 4

The four-seater RX4E is said to be the first certified electric aircraft in China under the new Part 23 category.
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HIGH POWER
HIGH SCALABILITY
AIRCRAFT
HYBRID POWERTRAIN

introducing the GA Hybrid Aircraft
Find us at AERO Friedrichshafen Germany
April 10 -13 April 2019
Visit the partners booths:

A4-319

A3-301

A7-201

more info on www.h3ps.eu
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H3PS (acronym for “High Power High Scalability Aircraft Hybrid Powertrain”) is a project funded under
the European Union Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme, Grant Agreement No. 769392.
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The Spark Solo

The quest for a truly
practical electric
touring motor-glider
T

My home in the Pacific Northwest of the
USA is an area well suited to a motorized
glider – beautiful mountains, oceans, islands and desert soaring areas all within
a short flight from the Puget Sound area
around Seattle. I’ve been thinking and
writing about electric aircraft ever since
leading the Boeing fuel cell demonstrator project, the world’s first manned
fixed wing aircraft powered by a hydrogen fuel cell/lithium ion battery powerplant that first flew back in 2008. Those
thoughts have led me to design an airplane I am calling the Spark Solo.
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This airplane is intended to be a single seat electric airplane with enough range and endurance to be practical
for the sort of fun flights I like to make from my home
base of Bremerton National airport (KPWT). I have long
been a fan of “touring motor-gliders” such as the beautiful Schleicher ASK-14 from the 1960s. This wooden derivative of the popular KA-6 glider was powered by a tiny
four-cylinder two stroke engine and proved popular with
its good performance and sweet handling. My thought
is to create a modern-day version of this airplane, using
composite construction and electric power.
In the same way that the ASK-14 design borrowed the
wings and tail surfaces from the KA-6 glider, I am considering the use of the wings, tail surfaces, and landing gear
from the excellent Pipistrel Taurus motor-glider. The combination of the Taurus 15-meter span wings, designed for
a 1200 pound gross weight, will work well with a single
pilot and the considerable mass of battery pack required
1 / 2021

(All Illustration by Shawn Cvetezar)

THE SPARK SOLO

Photo: Politicus de

e Vision

The Schleicher ASK-14
circa 1965, here at the
Wallduern Aerodrome/
Germany – inspiration
for the Spark Solo
for my desired flight endurance. The dual-wheel landing
gear of the Taurus allows un-assisted ground handling,
without the wingtip-dragging that comes with the ASK14. I had also considered the use of the recently certified Pipistrel electric motor and battery system but may
not be able to afford the sizeable price tag that it carries.

A few thoughts about battery performance
There are a number of electric aircraft coming to market,
many of which are aimed at either the initial flight training market, or as electric self-launch competition gliders. Electric power is well suited to these applications,
but current battery performance is not good enough to
supplant piston engines for recreational flying outside
of these specific uses. How good do they need to be?
My previously published articles and presentations for
the Electric Aircraft Symposium concluded that batteries
need to achieve a performance metric of 300 watt-hours
per kilogram of weight, when encapsulated in an airworthy pack complete with Battery Management System
(BMS). This would require the bare battery to be capable
of around 400 W-h/Kg. I consider this performance level

the tipping point where wholesale replacement of piston
engines with electric can take place. Despite the often
wildly optimistic claims of developers seeking investment
money for their projects, the fact is that the best battery
pack level performance that a Real World customer can
purchase today is down around 180 to 200 watt-hours
per kilogram. But Wait! You say, every day I read an article about some new super-battery that is good for 400
watt-hours per kilogram or even more. Yes, but the educated reader will ask a few questions
- is this new wonder battery ready to be scaled up from
the research laboratory to mass production?
- is it capable of being charged and dis-charged thousands of times without being replaced?
- is this battery available at a price that normal people
can afford?
- has anybody designed and built an airworthy pack
structure with all of the required BMS and battery cooling systems?
While I remain eternally optimistic, the pragmatic side of
me says that it will be another 10 years before we see
these new higher-performance battery chemistries widely available for our aeronautical experiments.

The Zero motorcycle drivetrain of Gabriel DeVault’sXenos motor-glider, shown shortly
before its first flight in
summer 2020.
1 / 2021
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The baseline Spark Solo V1.0 3D
model is shown here.
So, for now, let’s stick to reality and see how we can use
the batteries and motors available today. In the course of
my aeronautical wanderings, I met a fellow by the name
of Gabriel DeVault, currently the head of powertrain development for California based ZeroAvia. He was previously
one of the founders of Zero Motorcycles, a California producer of electric motorcycles with a solid reputation for
performance and reliability. Gabriel has successfully built
and flown two airplanes powered by the drivetrain and
battery pack removed from a Zero motorcycle and has
developed a belt reduction system to turn the propeller at
a reasonable speed. My calculations show that a single
seat composite airplane with nice long wings could use

these same drivetrain elements for a fun airplane with
several hours of cruising range. Perfect for my personal
requirements for flying around the Puget Sound! I have
decided to use the Zero drivetrain for my V1.0 baseline,
as Gabriel has given me access to his flight test data and
experience. I will consider an alternate direct drive motor
for the V2.0 airplane configuration to be discussed later.
I should mention that this use of their motorcycle technology for light airplanes is in no way authorized by Zero
Motorcycles, not doubt due to vigorous product liability
advice from their legal counsel. Of course, anybody can
buy a used Zero bike for $9000 USD and what you do
with it from there is a matter of personal choice….

Every airplane design starts with a set of requirements
the following are a set of basic requirements for the Spark Solo:
• The airplane shall be capable of accommodating one pilot. The pilot height range shall be from 5 foot 4 inches tall to 6
feet 4 inches tall, with a head to canopy clearance of three inches for the tallest pilot. The pilot weight range with no ballast shall be from 140 pounds to 240 pounds.
• The airplane shall be capable of being prepared for flight and operated with no outside assistance apart from the pilot.
• The airplane shall be capable of being stored in a standard enclosed hangar, with the maximum door width of 40 feet.
Any wing folding and or wing tip removal to facilitate storage shall be accomplished with no outside assistance apart from
the pilot.
• The airplane shall meet the criteria of maximum weight/wing span squared of less than 3.0 Kg per meter squared, (0.62
pounds per foot squared) in order to comply with FAA glider requirements specified in FAA Advisory Circular AC 21.17-2A
• The minimum required mission performance under power shall be: taxi from hangar to runway and takeoff from Bremerton National Airport (KPWT), climb to 2000 feet, cruise to Orcas Island airport (KORS) (reference – the distance from KPWT
to KORS is 73 Nautical Miles), land, taxi to parking, taxi for takeoff, takeoff from Orcas Island airport, climb to 2000 feet,
cruise to Bremerton National airport, land, and taxi to parking. No battery recharging at Orcas Island will be assumed. As
a self-launching glider, no reserve energy is required at end of mission by FAR, but a reserve shall be considered.
• The airplane shall be able to operate from grass or hard surface runways of 1500 feet in length.
• The initial rate of climb shall be at least 1000 feet per minute.
• The takeoff sideline noise level shall be no more than TBD dB, using the German LBA measuring techniques. Quiet!
• The appearance of the aircraft shall comply with the dictates of my hero, Italian aircraft designer StelioFrati who is rumored to have said - “there is no excuse for an ugly aircraft when a few minutes of thought will produce a beautiful one”
• The aircraft shall be registered as an FAA Experimental Amateur-built Glider – Self Launching.
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A side view of the baseline Spark Solo V1.0 shows general location of battery packs and motor. The use of
two battery packs, one forward and one aft of the pilot, gives me the opportunity to place the cockpit forward of the wing leading edge, providing easy pilot ingress/egress as well as wonderful in-flight visibility

Let’s get started!

How much battery is needed?
I have put together a profile of the battery energy required for my required mission, using weights and performance assumptions based off the Pipistrel Taurus
motor-glider. It shows that I will need about 23 kW-hours
of energy. One of the beauties of using the Zero drivetrain is that it has the option of linking together an additional “power tank” to supplement its usual 12.5 kW-hr
capacity battery pack. Using the standard Zero wiring
harness, I could link in a second 12.5 kW-hr battery pack
to give a total energy onboard of 25 kW-hrs. This would
provide me with a small energy reserve at the end of the
mission. With two battery packs, the gross weight of the
Spark Solo is estimated to be around 1200 pounds.

As a first step, I have engaged Shawn Cvetezar, an engineering student at the University of North Dakota, to assist in creating a 3D model of the baseline Spark Solo
V1.0 using the SolidWorks design package available for
free to EAA members. This SolidWorks model will be
made available to all of the Spark Solo team members
performing trade studies to optimize various elements of
the aircraft design. In addition to optimizing this baseline
design, the team will also consider alternate configurations as is normal in the aviation industry.

An alternate configuration idea
I’ve put together the V1.0 baseline airplane with elements that I know I could make work tomorrow, with a
high probability of success. But one always has to ask

Spark Solo Energy useage - KPWT to KORS and return mission
Mission phase

Taxi from hangar to end of runway at KPWT
Takeoff and climb to 500 feet
Climb from 500 feet to 2000 feet
Cruise at 70 knots - 73 Nautical miles
Descent and landing
Taxi to parking at KORS
Taxi from parking to runway at KORS
Takeoff and Climb to 500 feet
Climb from 500 feet to 2000 feet
Cruise at 70 knots - 73 nautical miles
Descent and landing
Taxi to hangar at KPWT

Power
(kW)

Duration
(hours)

5
40
30
8
1
5
5
40
30
8
1
5

0.1
0.017
0.05
1.04
0.15
0.1
0.1
0.017
0.05
1.04
0.15
0.1

Energy
Total mission enused this ergy
segment (kW-hr)
(kW-hr)

0.5
0.68
1.5
8.32
0.15
0.5
0.5
0.68
1.5
8.32
0.15
0.5

0.05
0.73
2.23
10.55
10.7
11.2
11.7
12.38
13.88
22.2
22.35

22.85

				
Notes - cruise power based on scaled Pipistrel Taurus data, maximum takeoff power limited to 1 minute
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“could I do better?”Spark Solo V2.0 is an alternate, or
trade study, configuration of the Spark Solo that might
work out better than the baseline, but with a bit higher
risk level. It incorporates one of the advantages of electric motors – they can be located on the airplane in places that would be difficult to do with an internal combustion engine. By locating the motor and propeller on the
vertical tail surface, the forward fuselage can be a cleaner low drag design with increased laminar flow. Recent
NASA research has been aimed at the design of small
folding props for the electric motors along the wing leading edge of the X-57 Maxwell research aircraft. I might
be able to use something similar to the NASA design for
the Spark Solo V2.0 prop. This alternate motor location
would probably require a different electric motor than the
baseline, with direct drive as opposed to the belt reduction drive of the baseline airplane. The recently certified
Pipistrel E-811 electric motor would be a good choice for
study with this configuration. The operation of the prop
would be different in practice from the baseline which
has a manually adjustable mechanism to place the prop
in takeoff, cruise, or feathered position for minimum drag
when gliding. The alternate configuration would have
two prop positions, being spring loaded to the closed
low drag configuration for power off gliding, then using
centrifugal force to fling the blades to the open position
for takeoff, climb, and cruising flight.
This tail mounted motor idea has been successfully exploited on several airplanes, most notably the e-Genius
airplane designed, built, and flown to second place in
the NASA sponsored Green Flight Challenge. There are
potential down-sides, such as adverse power-on effects
to the stability and control of the airplane, as well as the
weight of the heavy power cables leading from the battery packs to the motor. The trade study process will lead
us to the best final design for Spark Solo based on performance, weight, and risk.

The e-Genius, a two place electric motor-glider, uses
a tail mounted direct drive motor similar to that proposed for the Spark Solo alternate configuration

What comes next?
These airplane configuration ideas presented here will
provide the basis for design studies to take place in the
Bremerton Aviation Center for Education (BACE), a nonprofit educational project sponsored by EAA (Experimental Aircraft Association) Chapter 406 based at Bremerton airport. The EAA is well known for its Young Eagles
program for introducing young people to the joys of flying. Many EAA chapters also build kit aircraft as an educational project for young people. BACE intends to go
one step further and involve EAA members of all ages in
the design and prototyping process for the Spark Solo.
The BACE facility at KPWT will be the center for this project, which has had a slow start due to the Covid-19 restrictions.
Having created a baseline design as a starting point, I
will begin to assemble the design team. Over the course
of the next year, I will lead a series of design studies at
BACE using a crew of interested parties who find the airplane I have described to be a compelling project to work
on. Some, like Shawn Cvetezar, may use the work on the
Spark Solo as the basis for or interesting addition to their
academic studies. I anticipate that much of this work will
happen in a “virtual collaboration” environment, much as
I have worked with Shawn and my team of local advisors over the last few Covid-enforced months of isolation. BACE will begin a series of fund-raising activities in
2021 to provide the money for completion of the design,
prototyping, and construction of a flying prototype. Our
hope is to have an airplane ready to fly in two years, an
ambitious but hopefully achievable dream! 4

An idea for a Spark Solo V2.0 configuration
is shown here.
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Power generator for e-VTOLS
Text and photos: Marino Boric

This is how
the turbo generator was presented to
the public at
AERO 2019
in Germany.

In the traditional world of gasoline-powered aircraft, relatively little
has changed on the drive front in recent years. Electrically powered
aircraft have triggered a revolution in aviation. The biggest problem
with these e-planes, however, is the availability of electrical energy
on board. The French company Turbotech provides an approach to
solving this problem with their turbo generator with 55 kW, which will
be available soon.

M

Many (UL) planes are relatively easy to convert from a
combustion engine to an electric drive. All you have to
do is install an electric motor under the cowling instead
of a piston-powered motor. This conversion is relatively
easy and also makes ecological sense. This works particularly well with very efficient aircraft that require relatively little engine power in flight. So far, however, this
simple conversion has a catch. Where does the necessary energy for the drive unit come from? Gasoline-powered ultralights have a gasoline tank on board with a capacity of 50 to 90 liters and more. The fuel allows a flight
time of about four to six hours; the most efficient aviators can cover 1,800 km and more. In electrically powered aircraft, the drive units are lighter than their gasoline-powered counterparts. But the batteries that you can
take with you nowadays only allow a flight time of barely an hour with the necessary VFR reserve. The best example of this is the Pipistrel Velis Electro, whose stated
flight duration is 50 minutes plus reserve according to
the manufacturer. The sister with a combustion engine,
on the other hand, can stay in the air for up to five hours.
E-VTOL aircraft are even struggling with even greater
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problems, which are considerably more energy-hungry
due to their type of propulsion with many motors / rotors and the lack of other surfaces that generate lift. Due
to the limited ability to take batteries with you, your flight
time shrinks to almost ridiculous periods of time that rarely exceed 30 minutes.

Battery development stalls at the moment
Electrical energy is mostly stored in batteries and the development of these are progressing more slowly than
hoped. In larger aircraft, in addition to batteries, turbine-powered generators are increasingly being tested
by giants such as Airbus and Boing. These approaches
seem to offer a solution to the availability of electrical energy on board. Turbine generators are available for this
purpose, with an output power of up to one megawatt.
What is easily feasible for large commercial aircraft poses a huge problem for smaller air taxis and door-to-door
means of transport with distributed electric drives. The
French company Turbotech offers a possibly interesting
solution here. Based on their recuperative turbine (see
1 / 2021
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article in this issue), the French also offer a turbo generator, the TG-R55, which will soon be followed by the more
powerful brother TG-R90, where “TG” means turbo generator and “R” stands for recuperative, while the number
behind it refers to the generator output in kilowatts. Turbotech has coupled the regenerative turbine in the TPR90 turboprop engine with a reduction gear that drives
the propeller. In the turbo generator, the shaft is coupled
to an electricity generator, the current version of which,
with a weight of 55 kilos, produces the 55 kilowatts documented in the name. The more powerful variant with a
90 kW generator, which is to go into production after the
successful test of the 55 kW generator, will weigh 64 kilos, according to the manufacturer.

Increased efficiency
A new type of heat exchanger increases the fuel efficiency, that results in the efficiency of the turbine and, consequently, that of the entire turbo generator package. In the
TGR55 turbo generator, the turbine directly drives a generator flanged to the front. The generator delivers a continuous electrical output of 53 kW (400 to 900 volts direct
current); other values are also feasible upon customer request. Incidentally, the TG is started by the generator, as
it can also function as a starter. According to Turbotech,
the TG-R55 package has an electrical efficiency of 26
percent, calculated from the fuel tank to the inverter. This
is slightly lower than the efficiency of the turbo-prop from
the same house, since every energy generation / conversion involves certain losses. According to the company,
the TG-R55 package weighs 115 kilos as a range extender. The package includes 50 kilos of Jet A1 fuel, which
corresponds to an electrical output of 155 KWh. According to Turbotech, this 115 kilo package is equivalent to a
1000 kilo battery pack. Like the Turboprop TP-R90, the
turbo generator is also multi-fuel capable and runs on
Jet-A1, diesel, biofuel and hydrogen.
Turbotech developed the control of the turbine itself,
which gave the company the opportunity to adapt it so
that several TGR90 units can be connected to one another up to a total output of 500 kilowatts. The turbine has already been operated and tested at 55 KW (around 90 PS)
at Turbotech and is expected to be launched on the market as the TG-R55 at the end of 2021. If the turbine has
also proven itself in the TP with 90 kW, the power of the
turbo generator is increased to 90 kW. It should then be
available as TG-R90 in mid / late 2022. The total weight of
this package should be 64 kg dry and 74 kilos installed.
Overall electrical efficiency will likely be 23 percent from
the tank to the inverter exit.
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The inner
parts of the
Turbotech
turbine.

Low outer skin temperature
Due to the regenerative properties of the TG-R55 / R90
and the use of the heat exchanger, the generator package is very quiet. The exhaust gases escape from the exhaust pipe at a much lower speed. The thermal signature
of the turbo generator will also be significantly lower than
today’s turbine packages, which are much hotter. This
will be particularly interesting for the UAV (unmanned
aerial vehicles) market. Of particular interest is the fact
that the outer skin of the turbine is only around 200 degrees Celsius even at full power - and that without additional insulation. This benefits the composite structures
of modern eVTOLs, since these materials are thermally quite sensitive. Turbotech is assuming a TBO of 3000
hours (which is expected to grow), which - coupled with
the simplicity of the turbine construction with few moving
parts - means tangible advantages in terms of maintenance as well. The price of the TG-R55 generator is currently 65,000 euros’ net.

Two end products
Turbotech has approached the story very cleverly and
has developed two end products from a regenerative
turbine, the development of which required considerable financial resources, the turboprop TP and the turbo
generator TG, which serve completely different market
segments. In my opinion, the emerging market for electrically powered aircraft, hybrid drives and especially for
the countless eVTOL aircraft and aviators with distributed electric drives will show interest in the turbo generator.
After all, these applications are power-hungry and have
been waiting in vain for the repeatedly announced, lighter batteries with higher energy density for years. The high
efficiency of the complete package from Turbotech and
the advantages of high power density, compact dimensions, low weight and low vibrations with a low acoustic signature - could this be the solution for eVTOLS? 4
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Road construction ahead
(for eVTOLs traffic )
Despite
the
economic
crises,technology companies
around the world are investing in eVTOLs. This year
alone, Joby, Hyundai, and
Lilium have received more
than a billion dollars. With
this money the development
and certification of the vehiA new German startup D3 has set the
goal to develop an Air Traffic Management (ATM) System for eVTOL Air Taxis.
We spoke with Corvin Huber
CEO and his experts Ralph Schupenhauer (Head of Air Traffic Control)
and Otto Bommer (Head of Avionics).
Corvin Huber led several German aircraft
manufacturers (EXTRA, REMOS, Econoflug) to
exhibits with international investors (UK & US). He
rapidly built & scaled hard-hitting tech company businesses & engineering teams. Corvin has managed as
well small-cap tech investors. Ralph Schuppenhauerwas Head of Product Development at Deutsche Flugsicherung. He also worked at Next Gen ATC System

Willi Tacke from e-flight-Journal in the e-flight-Garden
Talk #5 about Air Traffic Control for UAM.
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cles are progressing including
planning for the coming innercity infrastructure. However, one other important
piece for the eVTOL puzzle
is still missing - the “roads
inside the centers “or better
the air traffic control, which
makes eVTOLs possible.
UAC Karlsruhe and was Program
Manager for SES Interoperability Standardization. Otto Bommer, D3’s Head of Avionic,was
a Program Manager for the Airbus A400M mission management
computer. He led Honeywell Regelsysteme and was VP of product development at Becker Avionics.
eFJ: Let’s start with a provoking question: Why
do we need a new ATM system for eVTOLs? Why
they cannot fly with the existing system,which has developed and is proven over the 50 years?
Corvin Huber: Traditional ATM was never intended to
manage a large number of aircraft in close proximity to
dense city centers. Urban Airspace is dense, complex
and totally unforgiving. Well known human Pilot Controller action is not a scalable proposition. UAM ATM started
from the ground up.
eFJ: What is the major difference to the existing systems and what are the key-features of the D3 UAMATM?
Corvin Huber: We are working on a system which is
based on a concept of automated distribution of safe air
routes and the automated clearance of these routes so
they are safe and certifiable. It allows cities to maintain
control of their airspace and integrate existing service
1 / 2021
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The Munich startup D3
has set its goal do rethink Air traffic management from the scratch.
The basic idea is that
even autonomous flying airtaxis and drones
need a backbone which
arrange them with the
rest of the traffic. One
key element is the blue
box which coordinates
the automated communication.
suppliers. We believe there needs to be a central clearing position that makes sure that attended routes are mutually compatible.
eFJ: So the autonomous airtaxis will not be really autonomous?
CH: We do not believe that fully autonomous behavior
from the vehicles, being able to decide ad hoc what their
best course of action will lead to an efficient system. So
we are basing our navigation solution on deterministic
planning of routes last but not least because we think
that this is the most certifiable way.
We also think that the environment has to be integrated
so that the city can impose rules where to fly and where
not to fly, also when to fly. The city needs to define areas
to be clear of traffic and condense traffic in other areas.
We need to integrate classic aviation information bases. Our system will operate as an information backbone
and provide this information to all participants as well as
make the decisions of the clearance of these routes on
this base.

eFJ: Understanding your system,what is the business
model behind this to make D3 profitable?
CH: Our B model is fairly simple: we provide the system
formetro regions, the fleet operators will pay for providing
save and navigable routes.
eFJ: The vision is clear. But where are you with the
development of the hard and concrete software?
CH: We have generated engineering tracing by a tool
what we call a Simmulizer, a combination of a Simulation
and a Visualizer. It’s a tool which allows us the validate
our development in simulated virtual urban environment
and to analyze the impact of Urban Air mobility on cities.
Otto Bomer: We intend to develop the first prototype of
a groundstation communicating with an airborne unit
which we call “Blue-box“.
The target is to show data communication between this
two with much higher fidelity than in the past. So that
multiple vehicles can share the same air traffic situation,
and have a shared situational awareness on the ground
and in the air.

Xin Guo and Willi Tacke
from e-flight-Journal in
the e-flight-Garden Talk
with Ralf Schuppenhauer (from left to right top
row) and Otto Bommer
(bottom left) and D3 CEO
Corvin Huber.
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Ralf Schuppenhauer
is D3s Head of AIR
traffic control. One
of the core features
for the system is, “it
must me certifiable
also for professional
transport.”

We are working on that at the moment. The target is to
have the first prototype for Lab-and Flight test in the second quarter of 2021.
CH: We are targeting flight test areas with our communication system and we hope to operate in more than one
testcenter in End of 2021.
eFJ: on which technologies are you looking for the
communication between the vehicles and to the
ground?
OB: We are looking at 4g & 5g technology as datalink
between ground and the air. This will not be off the shelf
technology but technology based on the shelf technology modified to keep the safety requirements.
eFJ: Will there still be a transponder required on this
new aircraft?
Ralf: I don’t see ADS-B as a future mandatory equipment
of eVTOLs. The current ADS-B has a number of drawbacks that would prevent us from using that in the sce-

nario. Different users which will operate their eVTOL in
different airspaces than urban environment are going to
need a mode Charlie transponder.
CH: A transponder for us does not necessarily have to
be a transponder that we know today. When the people talk about ADS-B they talk about specific frequencies
and protocols. We find the concept of ADS-B fascinating as ADS-B basically means the vehicle is transmitting
its own position back to ATC / Air traffic control. This will
also play a major role in our system.
eFJ: Corvin, you mentioned that you plan several testareas – can you disclose some of those?
CH: There are several options around the world and as
you know, also here in Europe and specifically here in
the Munich area. There are already operations areas in
which eVTOLs are tested. But at this point we can not
disclose anything but we hope to be able to do so soon.

Ambitious
roadmap for a
complete Air
Traffic Management system:
Together with
different partners D3 wants
to organize test
traffic already
in 2022.
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Other than some
large eVTOL manufacturers, who want
to offer vehicles and
their own ATM system, D3 wants to
create an open system which allows all
manufacturers and
fleet operators to operate and the cities
to keep control of
their airspace.

eFJ: You mentioned that in the test area there will be
hardware installed for the communication: are you
more thinking of 4g or 5g?
CH: At this point we are thinking of installing a 4g cell
system but may well incorporate some 5g philosophy; so
we are looking at a hybrid right now between 4g and 5 g.
eFJ: What will be the next steps?
CH: We are looking forward to the next steps on our
roadmap to begin our flight test program Q2 of 2021.

Here we will demonstrate in flight, an integrated functional chain of ground station – communication backbone
and airborne electronics. We expect a roll out to model
regions in 2022 and demo operations in 2024. This timeline seems to fit in with numbers of the manufacturers
planned timeline.
eFJ: Thanks for the interesting talk.

4

Please check the complete interview at the e-flight-Garden talk #5 of
The e-flight-Journal Youtube chanel
www.youtube.com/channel/UCtbGkBIK2_fJFF11hg5RISg
Or the presentation of Corvin Huber at the e-flight-forum 2020 at
www.e-flight-forum.com

D3 CEO: Corvin Huber was head of several aviation and production companies before he founded
the company which wants to revolutionize Air Traffic Management.
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The D3 simmulizer is a combination of a Simulation
and a Visualizer. A tool which allows to valid the development in a simulated virtual urban environment.
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With Hyundai another large car manufacturer enters the eVTOL scene (at CES 2020).

Certification and diversity - a brave new world
It has been three years since we first created themulticopter
category in WDLA. Three years may be a short time by aviation
standardsin which any significant change takes years, if not
decades, to happen. But this time, for this new type of aircraft,
everything is different—technology, regulation, operation, investment. It even bends the scale of time measure. We have
seen more development in this category in the past three years
than perhaps what other types of aircraft have seen in the past
three decades. From a new and perhaps an even naïveconcept in many people’s eyes three years ago, eVTOL has quickly evolved to the pivot point for any aircraft: certification. It is an

accepted fact that the technology in this category of aircraft
develops faster than the drafting of certification rules so we expect to see many new rules coming up led by EASA’s efforts.
We will also witness the first cruel knockout round in this category. This new type of aircraft will experience the growing pain
but the survivors will be stronger and safer. Meanwhile, when
facing the huge wall of certificationwhile pursuing market opportunities, there are more diversity of eVTOL designs and
applications, such as the relatively less regulated unmanned
cargo use. It is a very exciting times in aviation which have not
been seen for quite a while, welcome to the brave new world.
Companies marked with
the ‘e’ logo are actively
involved in developing
electric propulsion.
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AEROMOBIL 5.0 VTOL

AEROMOBIL
The Slovak company announced in 2018 the AeroMobil 5.0 VTOL concept. The autonomously flying,
electrically driven four-seater with folding wings, at the ends of which rotors are designed to allow vertical
take-off and landing, while a thrust propeller in the rear provides propulsion. AeroMobil says that their 5.0
VTOL is the first and only electric VTOL device which is able to drive on the road, enabling flexible door-to-door
flying-taxi service. The realization of the project is estimated to be completed, at earliest, by 2025.

AEROMOBIL Pripojna 5 • 821 06 Bratislava • SLOVAKIA • Phone : +421 (0)911 088 590
info@aeromobil.com • www.aeromobil.com
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CITYAIRBUS

AIRBUS GROUP

The Airbus CityAirbus is a multinational project by Airbus Helicopters to produce an electrically powered VTOL
air-taxi aircraft demonstrator. The CityAirbus made the first public appearance in March in Ingolstadt in Germany and made the first takeoff in April. Its motor is specially designed by Siemens. It is designed to carry four
passengers, with a pilot initially and to become self-piloted later. The CityAirbus uses four ducted fans - in each fan
two electric motors spin two independent propellers. This Ducted fan layout contribute to safety/redundancy and has
low acoustic footprint. The drivetrain consists of eight 100 kW (130 hp) Rolls-Royce direct-drive electric motors and eight
propellers. The four electric battery-packs total 110 kWh. The multicopter should cruise at 120 km/h (65 kn) and have
-as now- 15 minutes endurance.
AIRBUS GROUP INNOVATIONS E-AIRCRAFT DIR. Airbus Group office

Plan
-

• 81663 Muenchen • GERMANY •

Phone : +49 (0)89 607 34913
julie.fosse@airbus.com • www.airbusgroup.com
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MOBI-ONE

AIRSPACEX, ASX
Airspace Experience Technologies, LLC (AirSpaceX), a subsidiary of Detroit Aircraft Corp. (DAC), presented
a sub-scale model of its autonomous, electric VTOL aircraft, «MOBi-ONE,» at the 2018 North American
International Auto Show in Detroit. MOBi-ONE is designed to autonomously takeoff like a helicopter, fly like
an airplane, and transport passengers or cargo between urban landing sites which are 100 distant (60 miles). This
is an VTOL concept where the traditional wings fitted with 6 electric motors will rotate 90 degrees to allow VTOL.
Two additional motors in the rear of fuselage allow vertical flight/control. MOBi-ONE will fly at a top speed of 250
MPH leveraging existing Electric Vehicle (EV) architecture and autonomous technologies.
AIRSPACEX Coleman A. Young Municipal Airport, 11499 Conner St, • Detroit MI 48213 • USA •
JR@asx.us • www.iflyasx.com/
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SKAI EVTOL

ALAKA I TECHNOLOGIES
Skai is a multicopter eVTOL powered by hydrogen fuel cell for longer duration. A non-flying version was
unveiled in May 2019 in California, USA. Skai uses six electric motors, holds five passengers (1 pilot and
4 passengers) or a maximum payload of 1,000 lb (454 kg), flies at 118 mph (190 km/h), flies for over four
hours, has about 400 mile range (650 km) and has an emergency parachute for safety. It can refuel hydrogen in
about 10 minutes. BMW-owned Designworks was contracted for the design, with a focus on the passenger experience.

ALAKA I TECHNOLOGIES

86 South Street • Hopkinton, MA 01748 • Massachusetts • USA •

contact@alakai.com • alakai.com
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VOLANTE VISION

ASTON MARTIN
The Volante Vision is a concept design by Aston Martin.It uses four tilting propellers and two large vpropellers aft of the passenger cabin for vertical lift. It will use hybrid-electric powertrain. It will have a cruising
speeds of 460 km/h. It is designed to for three passengers (one forward and two rear) and the interior will
have luxury trappings.Aston Martin has developed partnerships with Cranfield University, Cranfield Aerospace Solutions, and the Rolls-Royce company. A scale model was displayed at Farnborough International Airshow in 2018.

ASTON MARTIN LAGONDA LIMITED Banbury Road, • Gaydon, CV35 0DB • Warwick • UNITED
KINGDOM • Phone : +44 (0)1926 644644
richardHooper@astonmartin.com • www.astonmartin.com/en-gb/models/future-models/the-aston
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ELROY

ASTRO
This VTOL project made the first manned flight in August 2018. Astro has a cabin as an traditional helicopter
- but that are all similarities with this aircraft breed. The Astro uses 16 electric motors for propulsion, which
are located on two booms above the cabin. The Astro is an all composite structure , uses fiber-optic for internal communication and is flown by the fly-by-wire joystick. The Astro has 20-25 minutes range and can fly on 60-70
km/h.In May 2018, Astro Aerospace acquired this project and renamed it “Elroy” in September 2018.

FLYASTRO 320 W MAIN ST

• LEWISVILLE 75057 • Texas • USA • Phone : +1 (833) 359-8685

www.flyastro.com
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AURORA PAV

AURORA FLIGHT SCIENCE
The Aurora PAV prototype made the first unmanned flight in January 2019. A prototype crash landed in April
2019 at about 6 meters due to power loss of a motor. Another prototype was displayed at Paris Airshow
however. At the Uber Elevate Summit in April 2017, Aurora Flight unveiled its two-seat eVTOL concept. Aurora PAV eVTOL features canard wings and eight lift propellers distributed along two booms for the vertical takeoff,
while a single pusher propeller delivers the propulsion for the horizontal flight.

AURORA FLIGHT SCIENCE CORPORATION 9950 Wakeman Drive • Manassas,

Virginia 20110 • USA •

Phone : +1 703 369 3633
info@aurora.aero • http://www.aurora.aero
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V600

AUTOFLIGHTX GMBH
AutoFlightX was founded in February of 2018 by electric aviation pioneer Tian Yu (formerly Yuneec International Electric Aviation). V600 is jointly developed with Technical University of Munich. The V600 full-sized
prototype was unveiled at e-flight-expo of AERO Friedrichshafen Germany in April 2019. The V600 prototype
is a pure electric, two-place tandem aircraft with a canard wing configuration, tricycle landing gear, six propellers
for lift and a pusher propeller for forward flight. First flight is expected later in 2019.

AUTOFLIGHTX GMBH Friedrichshafener Str. 1 • 82205 Gilching • GERMANY • Phone : +49 (0)8105
7989755, Fax : +49 (0)8105 7989775
info@autoflightx.com • autoflightx.com
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cessories.
* The World Directory of Light Aviation 2020/21 is available in four
languages: English, French, German and Chinese.
* The World Directory of Light Aviation 2020/21 is available in select
bookstores and online at http://lightaviationguide.com (in USA)
or www.flying-pages.com (worldwide).
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NEXUS

BELL HELICOPTER, BELL AIR

The Bell Nexus was unveiled at CES 2019 show in January 2019. Bell is the parnter of Uber Elevate
program. Nexus is a hybrid-electric vehicle. Nexus consists of a partnership with Safran, Electric Power
Systems, EPS, Thales, Moog and Garmin.The Nexus has three ducted fans and a 2.4m stub wing. The fans
pitch from vertical to horizontal allowing vectored thrust. The Nexus has five seats (a pilot and four passengers).
Top speed will be 155 kt (288 km/h) with a range of 130 nm (241 km). It has a gross weight of 6,000 lb (2,720 kg)
and will fit in a 40 ft x 40 ft (12.2 m square) footprint.

BELL HELICOPTER,TEXTRON INC. P.O. Box 482 • Fort Worth,

TX 76101 • USA • Phone : +1 817) 280-

2011, Fax : +1 817) 280-2321
MTS-Light@bh.com • www.bellhelicopter.com
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ALIA

BETA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
On June 12, 2020, Beta Technologies revealed their full-scale Alia eVTOL aircraft with four vertical lift propellers and one pusher propeller for forward flight. The main purpose of this aircraft is to fly two people for a
range of 250 miles (400 km).

BETA TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 1150 Airport Drive • South Burlington, VT 05403 • Vermont • USA • Phone :
+1 802) 338-1876
info@beta.team • www.beta.team
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AVA XC

BETA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Ava XC made first public flight in January 2019. Its basic airframe is derived from the Lancair ES kitplane. It
uses four tilting co-axial propellers. The prototype has two-passenger seats. The company has made more
than 170 flights as early Jan. 2019.

BETA TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 1150 Airport Drive • South Burlington, VT 05403 • Vermont • USA • Phone :
+1 802) 338-1876
info@beta.team • www.beta.team
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SKYDRIVE

CARTIVATOR
SkyDrive is a roadable eVTOL design by Cartivator founded in July 2018.In December 2018 a scaled model
made its first test flight. Toyota has reportedly invested about 400,000 USD into this startup.

CARTIVATOR Okubo, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo,

• JAPAN • Phone : +81 (0)565282121

INFO@CARTIVATOR.COM • www.cartivator.com
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EAERO 2

DUFOUR AEROSPACE
The Swiss company Dufour Aerospace announced in early 2018 the aEro 2 project. Thanks to the tilt-wing
design, the hybrid VTOL aircraft should be able to take off and land vertically, but also be as fast as an
airplane reaching speeds of up to 320 km / h. Fully electrically operated, the two-seater should have a range
of 120 km. With the optional auxiliary combustion engine, then increases in hybrid configuration to 800 km. On 27
July 2020 the company have completed the first phase of flight testing of the sub-scale technology demonstrator
over 550 test flights including transitions from hover to cruise and back again.

DUFOUR AEROSPACE Seewjinenstrasse 6 •

3930 Visp • SWITZERLAND • Phone : +41 (0)78 770 50 82

info@dufour.aero • http://dufour.aero
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SILENT AIR TAXI

E.SAT GMBH
Silent Air Taxi by e.SAT is intended for commuting air taxi. A sub scale model was unveiled in June 2019 in
Achen, German. Instead of using vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL)design, Silent Air takes a more conventional fixed wing design using a runway. Silent Air wants to maximize the efficiency and decrease noise
by several design features including a box wing, ducted fan. It has five seats (1 pilot,4 passengers),curises at 300
kph, has a range of 1000 km. It will use a hybrid system jointly developed by MTU Aero Engines of Germany. The
prototype is planned for the first flight in 2022.

E.SAT GMBH Templergraben 55 • 52062

Aachen • GERMANY • Phone : +49 (0)241 80-955 10

info@e-sat.de • e-sat.de
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EHANG 184/216

EHANG INC.
The EHang 184 is an Autonomous Aerial Vehicle (AAV) designed by Guangzhou EHang Inc. and it was first
shown to the public on CES 2016. The designator 184 stands for 1 passenger, 8 propellers, and 4 arms.
The EHang 184 has eight unducted 1.6 m diameter propellers arranged in a quadcopter configuration,
where two counter-rotating propellers are mounted on each of the four so called propulsion arms. According to
the manufacturer, the empty weight of EHang 184 is about 240 kg and a maximum gross takeoff weight is 360 kg.
The lithium polymer batteries enable the drone a cruise speed of 60 km/h and an endurance of about 30 minutes.
Ehang unveil a two-seat model called 216 (namely 2 seats and 16 propellers) in 2018 and has been undergoing
test flight in China. Ehang has signed an agreement with Austrian supplier FACC to manufacture the eVTOL.
EHANG INC. Building No.3 of Yixiang Science Park,No.72 • 510700 Huangpu District, Guangzhou
Guangdong • Guangdong • CHINA • Phone : +86 020-29028899
service@ehang.com • www.ehang.com
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WHISPER

ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT CONCEPT (EAC)
On AERO 2017 a small and relatively unknown company from France, EAC (Electric Aircraft
Concept) presented a multicopter. The development started three and a half years ago and
the multicopter is shown to the public for the first time. The Multicopter has eight propellers
from the company E-Props, and they are each driven by a Plettenberg engine (30 kW power and 6
kg weight). The power is supplied by Li-Po batteries. The Multicopter has an empty weight of 350 kg,
with a load of 200 kg. The MTOW is thus 550 kg.

ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT CONCEPT (EAC) 1002 Route du Barroux • 84330 Caromb • FRANCE • Phone :
+33 (0)6 03 48 28 37
info@eac-whisper.com • www.eac-whisper.com
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EMBRAERX EVTOL

EMBRAER
Embraer unveiled its eVTOL concept under the company’s subsidiary EmbraerX on the Uber Elevate Summit in 2018. No project details were communicated, but EmbraerX says that the eVTOL concept represents
an aircraft with a mission to serve passengers in an urban environment, based on the key design drivers of
safety, passenger experience, affordability and a very low footprint for the community, in terms of noise and emissions.

EMBRAER Av. Presidente Juscelino Kubitschek • 04543-907 1909 - Torre Norte - 14º Andar • Sao Pailo •
BRAZIL • Phone : +55 (0)11 30408432, Fax : +55 (0)11 3040 6743
gustavo.teixeira@embraer.com.br • www.embraerexecutivejets.com
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